"ZAMPA" Moving Coil LOUDSPEAKER

The "Zampa" is an entirely British Instrument, scientifically and soundly constructed, unequalled in its quality of reproduction.

Most economical to use as it only consumes .5 amp. at 6 volts. The moving coil is wound to 1,500 ohms. Overall measurements are: Height 9¾", Width 8½", Depth 9".

Remember the "Zampa" is a complete assembled unit. It gives absolutely natural, clean and crisp reproduction and yet is sold at a very reasonable price.

To work off 6-volt accumulator or Trickle Charger from A.C. Mains. Including step-down Transformer - £5 17 6
Permanent-Magnet Type. Including step-down Transformer - £9 10 0

Obtainable through all Dealers. If any difficulty locally, write to Sole Manufacturers:

MIC WIRELESS COMPANY
White Horse Place, Market Street, Wellingborough.
For particulars and demonstrations in the London area apply to W. Holland, 52, Graven House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
FACTS AND FIGURES

The figures shown in the table below in respect of a "High-class Ordinary Battery" are, as a matter of fact, identical with those which you recently appeared in a Trade Organ, and from the figures quoted it will be seen that

**RIPAUTLS' SELF-REGENERATIVE H.T. DRY BATTERIES**

have very nearly double the life of an ordinary high-class battery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity and Rate at which Discharged.</th>
<th>Useful Life.</th>
<th>Ripaults' Self-Regenerative Battery</th>
<th>Any High-Class Ordinary Battery</th>
<th>Extra Life Given by Ripaults' Battery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Capacity Discharged at 5 m.a.</td>
<td>60 Volt, 106</td>
<td>99 Volt, 166</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Capacity Discharged at 10 m.a.</td>
<td>60 Volt, 156</td>
<td>99 Volt, 226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Capacity Discharged at 15 m.a.</td>
<td>60 Volt, 196</td>
<td>99 Volt, 296</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ripaults Lead in Life, Efficiency and Value.

How do we obtain more than 1½ volts per cell? Many Technical Experts will tell you this is impossible; and yet, for example, our 99 volt models contain 66 cells and the total E.M.F. is approximately 108 volts. The common practice of including additional cells to bring up the voltage is misleading unless the purchaser is warned that the battery containing, for example, 44 cells should give a reading of not less than 60 volts, otherwise deterioration has already commenced.

Write for Ripaults' "Life Chart" and "Right Choice" table TR 99 with full range of voltages and prices, also complete copies of technical press "test" reports.

Obtainable from all Dealers. If any difficulty locally, write us.

**1929 Licences**

One of the stipulations is that "The station must be provided with a Piezo-crystal or other accurate type of wavemeter approved by the G. P. O."

That means a crystal of about 335 metres fundamental, to give harmonics in all the amateur bands. We have these in stock calibrated to 0.1 metre or better by comparison with substandard verified at the N.P.L.

**PRICE:**

Crystal only, fundamental about 335 metres, but accurately calibrated as above ... ... 30/-

Set of 3 Blueprints for making the c.c. unit (Lay-out, drilling and wiring diagrams) ... ... 2/6

The new licences [will also stipulate that the emitted frequency must be as constant and free from harmonics as possible. To secure this, there is nothing on the short waves that comes up to Quartz. We have the following in stock calibrated as above:

- Wavelength about 169 metres, suitable for frequency-doubling, each ... ... 55/-
- Ditto, about 84 metres, calibrated and suitable for frequency-doubling, each ... ... 75/-
- Ditto, about 42 metres, ditto ... ... 95/-

Set of 3 Blueprints for frequency-doubling unit (Lay-out, drilling and wiring) ... ... 2/6

The crystals will also serve the need for an accurate Piezo-crystal type of wavemeter.

**QUARTZ OSCILLATORS LIMITED,**

1, Lechmere Rd., London, N.W.1

ENGLAND.

ALWAYS MENTION "R.S.G.B." WHEN PURCHASING.
Twelve aids to Sure and Perfect Contact

Eight of these practical aids to perfect contact are displayed in the CLIX SHOWCASE TO BE SEEN ON DEALERS' COUNTERS

1. CLIX PARALLEL PLUGS - 2d. each.
2. CLIX COIL PINS - 2d. each.
3. CLIX SPIRAL WANDER PLUGS - 2d. each.
4. CLIX SPADE TERMINALS - 2d. each.
5. CLIX PARALLEL SOCKETS, 1d. & 1½d. each.
6. CLIX PIN TERMINALS - 2d. each.
7. CLIX LOX WANDER PLUGS - 2½d. each.
8. CLIX TERMINAL BRACKETS - 1d. each.

FOUR FURTHER FAVOURITES
Not shown in the “CLIX” Showcase

9. CLIX ACCUMULATOR KNOBS. Kill corrosion through creeping of acid. Price, 5d. each.
10. CLIX PANEL TERMINALS. Take all standard contact fittings. Price, 4d. each.
11. CLIX-LOX CONNECTIONS. For all wire extensions. Can be connected or disconnected in a moment. Price, 5d. each.
12. CLIX MULTI-PLUG AND SOCKET. An extremely useful 4/5 way plug. Enables one to discard all terminals for Aerial, Earth, Batteries, Loud Speaker, etc., and gives instantaneous make or break connection. Multi-Plug, price, 2/-.

Multi-Plug Socket, price 1/-.

Make Contact with “CLIX” at STAND 236, OLYMPIA.

LECTRO LINX, LTD.,
254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.1.

Those New Call Signs!!

Hams! Have your new Q.S.L.'s printed by 6MN

Send for Samples—Terms C.W.O.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two Colours</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7/6</td>
<td>11/6</td>
<td>13/6</td>
<td>18/-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Three Colours and Border</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8/6</td>
<td>12/6</td>
<td>15/-</td>
<td>20/-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R. MARTIN (6MN),
Radio and Commercial Printers,
WORKSOP.

For Accurate Calibration

A Litz coil, high grade condenser and vernier dial ensure the highest standard of accuracy with this wavemeter. The provision of a pealamp makes it equally suitable for calibrating transmitters and receiver. Accurate charts are supplied with each coil.

Igranic Absorption Wavemeter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price (without coil)</th>
<th>£2</th>
<th>13 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coil A. 15-55 metres</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 50-175</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. 160-600</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. 550-2,000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IGRANIC

Send for List No. 1.633 for particulars.
IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 149, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C.4.
Works: Bedford.
Every owner of a Mains Receiver or Battery Eliminator not made by Gam-brell should fit our Twin Fuse Unit. A soundly constructed safety device which you simply connect up in each main lead. Fully protects your instrument and all electric lamps in your home from damage through short circuits. The fuses are designed to blow at 1 amp.

Can be mounted through the cabinet or metal case. Should a fuse blow it can immediately be replaced without by withdrawing and plugging in a spare fuse, which costs only 6d.

The Gam-brell Voluvernia.—This control for the L.F. side enables one to obtain the exact volume required, eliminating the distortion which results from the practice of detuning. It graduates volume from maximum to a mere murmur. It is also perfect for use with Gramophone Amplifiers. Resistance 0-1 megohm. PRICE 6½. Gam-brell products are obtainable from all Dealers.

Our new products which include the Gam-brell Combinator, Battinator, 2-valve and 3-valve Mains Receivers and a 4-valve Screened Grid Mains Receiver can all be seen on Stands Nos. 27 and 108, Olympia. Illustrated folders will be sent to all applying to—

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD.
“Buckingham House”
BUCKINGHAM ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

T.C.C. ELIMINATOR CONDENSERS
REDUCED IN PRICE
NEW PRICES OF 800V. D.C. TEST TYPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mfd.</td>
<td>s. d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>25 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BRITAIN’S finest Eliminator Condensers are reduced in price. There’s no excuse for using untired condensers now that T.C.C. 800v. D.C. Test Condensers cost less.

T.C.C. Eliminator Condensers are unquestionably safe. Every one is rigorously tested and guaranteed in capacity and insulation.

For nearly a quarter of a century T.C.C. have been famous for their sheer dependability.

You can’t go wrong if you use them in your Eliminator.
September—the Convention and opening of the Radio Season. This number is, without doubt, the most important issue of the year, for not only is it the one which is in evidence during the Convention and upon our Stand at Olympia, but with the drawing in of the evenings and the closing down of summer sports, the thoughts of many turn to their scientific hobby and its associated literature.

For our Society, of course, the most important function is the Convention. This will be the third of these gatherings we have held, and we earnestly hope that the increasing interest and success will be maintained. Indeed it will not fail if the programme goes through according to plan for the Committee have spent plenty of time and thought over every detail, and there should not be any hitch of any kind. For the writer of these notes the Convention will always command his attention, for, as chairman of the old T. & R. Section, he was the first to suggest the idea, and mainly with the object of meeting so many of the country members whom we all welcome at these times. The full programme is announced elsewhere in this issue, and we hope you will all turn up and help to make the gathering a great success.

Please do not forget to visit our Stand, No. 227, in the gallery at the Radio Exhibition at Olympia. There will be the usual visitors' book which must be signed by all, and there you will meet many of your fellow members and make acquaintances who may be helpful to you in your work. Bring along your friends and make them members, assuring them that membership of the Society is the most direct way of gaining admittance to the inner circle of radio.

Another point we want to impress is the fact that we do not exist for the ultra-technical alone. We are often told by would-be members that they fear they do not know enough about radio matters to justify them joining the Society. A greater mistake was never made. One of the first aims and objects of the Society is to instruct and spread knowledge of the science. We welcome the beginner in radio matters, and can assure him that we will assist him as far as possible to learn the technicalities of our work. Every member of the Society is pledged by its articles of association to assist others by imparting his knowledge, and above all, do not think that we look down upon the beginner.

Among the shoal of letters which usually follow our quarterly broadcast talk was one from the secretary of a provincial Radio Society, who stated he had been informed some time back that we had ceased to exist. Like Mark Twain, we can only state that such reports are grossly exaggerated. We fancy he must have been thinking of the other societies which have faded out of existence or have wanted a convenient excuse for forgetting to send along the annual affiliation subscription. No, Mr. Pessimists, we have no intention of dying yet, although we are the oldest Radio Society in the world. We have more than doubled our membership in the last few years, and look at this Bulletin.
The recent legislation relating to valves and radio patents has been important progress for amateur radio. Although we are not concerned in the trade attitude, we have at times had to submit to demands as royalties for various items which appeared somewhat excessive. We justify respect the inventor and wish to see him benefit by his efforts, but we cannot submit to the imposition of unreasonable royalties. The owner of a patent has only sixteen years in which to reap the profits of his brain, and we do not begrudge him a reasonable payment for the benefits he has conferred upon us. But the fact is that most inventors finish up in the Patent Office in a sort of financial gasp, and only too gladly sell out their interest to the first speculator who assails them. It is these latter who frequently attempt to extort unreasonable sums from the actual consumer. We are glad that the new Patent laws have been framed to protect the buying public in such cases.

An experiment of some importance has been decided upon by the Committee for the autumn session. Two of the meetings are not being held at the usual venue upon the Embankment, but at the City of London Electric Supply Company's restaurant in Ludgate Hill, E.C. These meetings will take the shape of informal discussions, and it is hoped that the less austere nature of the rendezvous will induce many more to join in than usual. The result of the experiment will be carefully to guide the minds of the Lecture Committee in arranging the future syllabus.

Wanted, a good practical article for the Bulletin upon the construction of a heterodyne wave-meter to satisfy the requirements of the new licensing conditions. It is pointed out that these demand that every worker is provided with a reliable wave-measuring device, preferably of the crystal control type. As many of the British transmitters are in possession of only an instrument of the absorption type with a simple tuned circuit and a neon lamp or flash lamp bulb indicator, it is evident that much constructional work in wave-meters will be taking place shortly. Will anybody come forward and guide us?

The Society has been endeavouring to get the width of the safety tolerances upon each side of the new wave bands to be used under the new licences reduced, so that more stations could be accommodated. Unfortunately our efforts in this direction have not met with success. The Postmaster-General considers that in view of past experiences with amateur transmitters, he does not consider it safe to allow them to encroach too near to workers upon neighbouring bands. While we are somewhat disappointed at the Authorities' estimate of the capabilities of the amateur transmitter to keep within the limits of his allotted wave, we know that there have been some black sheep in this direction in the past. We have, however, got an admission from the Postmaster-General that if he finds after a year's working that circumstances justify the reduction of the safety tolerance, he is willing to review the situation. It is therefore up to us to be good boys and gain the plum held out to us by seeing that we do not trespass outside our given bounds. It is also to our interest to see that others behave themselves and do not jeopardise the position by careless working.

We are very pleased to learn that our Norwegian friends have recently organised their own amateur organisation. This is known as the Norwegian Radio Relay League (N.R.R.L.). To them we offer our greetings and extend the hand of welcome.

**Electro-Static Reproducers.**

By W. H. Heridge.

Telephones operating on the electro-static principle have received very little attention, mainly because, in the simple form, at any rate, they are not so sensitive as the electro-magnetic 'phone; but if you have a pair of 'dud' 'phones on hand, and a few moments to spare, it is interesting to convert them into electro-static 'phones.

To enable one to do this one needs only a spare diaphragm; there is no need to remove the magnets and pole-pieces; remove ebonite cap and original diaphragm, solder one lead to metal case of phone, now take ebonite cap and drill a hole near the edge, tap it and counter-sink; replace diaphragm and usual washer, so that the washer comes between the two diaphragms; if there is no washer one can be made from thin paper, same size as diaphragm, about 1-16 in. wide, place second diaphragm on this and screw on cap; now insert screw in hole in cap and screw home until it makes contact with upper diaphragm; solder lead to the head of this screw, and connect leads to set; signals should now be quite clear, if at all scratchy or faint separate diaphragms a bit more by inserting a further ring between them. Of course these 'phones can only be used with an output filter; they are very useful in an emergency when ordinary 'phones break down.
Quartz Harmonic Control.
By 5MU and 2BFA.

This article on harmonic crystal control was intended to be part of the joint article on quartz that appeared in a previous Bulletin.

Owing, however, to the facts that 2BFA was very QRS with his business, and that 5MU had not quite finished his side of the experiments, it was decided that the harmonic part should be cut out.

Before commencing the tale of our trials, troubles and tests, may we thank the many hams who have written us nice letters of appreciation? Especially do we thank those hams who, asking for further information, very considerately enclosed a stamp in their letters.

Now for the method of harmonic control as tried out at G5MU.

As is well known, the crystal will, if placed on receiver coils, give fairly loud clicks when the coil is tuned to the frequency of the crystal. Carrying this a step further, it is reasonable to assume that these clicks will be reproduced at twice and four times the fundamental frequency. Here it is as well to remind hams that we are writing of "pebbles" that have been ground flat and with parallel faces. A convenient wavelength for the purpose of ascertaining the depth of control, using harmonics of the quartz, is 180 metres.

Most hams are interested in 45-metre work and will probably attempt to get control on this band by using the appropriate harmonic.

They may, or may not, be able to get control without further experiments.

It is strongly urged that the following method be adopted before attempting to get control: it may save the "life" of a good crystal.

Assuming the quartz to have a fundamental of 180 metres, the hams who contemplate crystal control on 45 metres are advised to try every point where harmonics are likely to occur between a wavelength range of 90 to 23 metres.

Every "click" should be noted and then a transmitter is made to oscillate on the frequency corresponding to each separate harmonic of the quartz. (At G5MU, a roughly-made set of transmitter coils enabled this to be done very easily using the artificial aerial.)

In this way the best controlling harmonic can be easily found and, be it noted, it will not always be the strongest "click."

Wherever this good harmonic occurs between 90 and 50 metres, it can always be put into the 45 band with careful grinding.

Should a ham, who, using the 180-metre crystal for 45-metre control, grind too heavily and just miss the 45 band, he can, in most cases, "reclaim" the harmonic by grinding the crystal to 90 metres. Here, in our opinion, rises a very important point, and one which the writers have never seen mentioned in articles on quartz.

It was discovered at G5MU's station that the best quartz for harmonic control had a wavelength of 185 metres per millimeter. The writers were rather surprised, as they were under the impression that the only quartz good for radio to be "T" cut, 150 metres per millimeter, and the "N" cut, 105 metres per millimeter. However, it can be definitely said that this cut, whatever it is, is the best for harmonic control.

The crystal used at G5MU for 45.5-metre control has a fundamental wavelength of 182 metres and is .9 millimeters in thickness.

This cut of quartz has been called "H" cut (harmonic) by the writers. This "H" will not, of course, convey any meaning to the experts who are handling quartz, for various purposes, every day of the week: it is simply used by 5MU and 2BFA for ease of classification in the experiments log.

Harmonic control, using ordinary "T" cut, has been obtained, but the depth of control is not very great; we have not been able to get any kind of harmonic control with the few samples of "N" cut in our possession.

It may be worthy of note that some "pebbles" will oscillate, even if not ground, without reaction. We have two lenses that were taken from their frames and placed in a crystal control valve panel where they commenced oscillating when the anode coil was tuned to slightly under the fundamental of the quartz. These crystals have a fundamental wavelength of 120 metres per millimeter, and we suppose, are classed as "T" cut.

With the "H" cut one fact outstands—the crystals need not be ground dead parallel if the "click" used for control is slightly stronger than the other "clicks" that will be present.

Should two strong "clicks" be very close together, it is probable that the frequency of the transmitter wave will creep from one point to the other; if this happens it will be advisable to take off the "high spots" on the crystal and endeavour to run the two strong "clicks" together, or rather into each other, thus making one strong controlling "click" which will effectively keep the wave dead steady and unaffected by the "host" of little "clicks" which the amateur grinder is likely to produce in his crystal.

The method of removing the "high spots" used by 5MU is not likely to have the approval of the experts, but no matter, it produces the required results. The crystal is measured for "high spots" which, when found, are rubbed with a piece of broken glass—about the size of a 2BA nut—dipped in emery powder. With a little care and testing of the quartz the desired one "click" can be obtained.

Returning once more to our "H" cut, at the moment it appears to be neither "T" or "N" cut; however, a piece has been given to 2BFA who will endeavour to obtain all the information possible concerning its heat co-efficient, etc.

Any information concerning this cut of quartz will be appreciated by the writers.

We have had so many letters asking for methods of control and politely querying "the valve, OM?" we will, with the Editor's permission,
give our method of control and the circuit diagram. If hams are lucky enough to get a good harmonic control crystal let them take care of it, as it will be worth its weight in gold when the new wavebands are allotted. As seen from the diagram the crystal is connected across the grid coil of the transmitter. When the ham is satisfied that the controlling "click" is not likely to cause any trouble, i.e., creep in QRH, he should commence operations by measuring the exact QRH of the quartz harmonic on, say, the 45-metre band.

The transmitter should now be tuned to this QRH with the crystal holder, but not containing the crystal. In our case the top electrode is allowed to hang loose while adjusting transmitter QRH. We find it most important to have the anode tuning condenser tuned to very slightly less than the crystal harmonic.

Now the heterodyne wavemeter should be adjusted to enable the operator to hear a very weak beat note in the wavemeter telephones.

We adjust either our RX or wavemeter to about 270 metres.

A D.P.D.T. switch has also been arranged so that we can listen to our note while sending: this switch simply switches on the wavemeter and removes the telephones from RX to wavemeter and vice versa. When certain that the QRH is O.K., screw down the key and keep transmitter oscillating. Now place crystal on the bottom electrode and put top electrode on the crystal. The transmitter will probably stop oscillating. Now reduce the capacity of grid coil tuning condenser slowly, thus compensating for the added capacity of the crystal holder, when the beat note should reappear in the wavemeter, but this time, once the note has appeared, it should be possible to vary the grid coil condenser of transmitter quite appreciably without affecting the QRH of the transmitter note in the wavemeter. In fact, at G5MU's station the condenser, a .0002 can be de-tuned 38° before the crystal stops controlling.

A resistance will be noticed in the H.T. lead and is shorted when the key is pressed. This is used for two reasons: No. 1, the oscillations of the crystal take some time to build up and if keyed without resistance the dots are often missed altogether. No. 2, the sudden application of the H.T. to the anode of the valve sometimes upsets the adjustment of the crystal. It must be remembered that harmonic control is not nearly so deep as when using the fundamental. However, with the resistance the crystal is oscillating continuously, and there is no tendency for the crystal to jump off control when the key is pressed. One or two simple tests can be made to ascertain if crystal is controlling: (1) The spacer should be dead on the marking wave, and it appears to the listener to be a continuous carrier wave. (2) With a really good harmonic crystal it should be possible to place the hand about 5 in. from the anode or grid coils without altering the QRH or causing a "whoop" in the wavemeter. At G5MU the aerial lead can be held without any alteration of QRH, the only effect being a species of QSS. (3) Switch off filament of transmitter valve and note if beat note reappears. It is realised that some of this is very elementary, but as some hams have asked for full method, it has to stand. However, if the precautions, advised earlier, are taken much trouble will be avoided when attempting to get control. Here we would "air" our only grouse, and this is it—since the article by 2BFA and 5MU was published in the April Bulletin, one or two hams have, very kindly, told us that they have used "our" method of grinding for some time before the article appeared. In reply to those hams we say: We do not claim to have discovered anything. "There is nothing new under the sun." We do think, however, that the said hams are not over-endowed with the "ham spirit" or they would have shared their findings with brother hams. Now we are not addicted to blowing a "Fanfare on our Trumpets," therefore we trust that the hams who did not use "our" method before publication will forgive this temporary lapse. For nearly nine months before the article appeared, 2BFA was haunting opticians, antique shops daily, in the hope of obtaining anything that resembled quartz. On one occasion he returned with one
coat pocket literally bulging with lenses, but only had three pieces of quartz from the lot. G5MU was using harmonic control, i.e., 180-metre crystal controlling on 90 metres on January 1, 1928. The first station being worked was G6GH; date and times are recorded in log.

2BFA would like to say re “obtaining a polish almost as good as plate-glass, etc.”—this can be done but it takes time and patience; one crystal produced by the writers was so polished that it was almost as clear as an untouched lens; there was, however, a slight yellow tinge.

2BFA and G5MU have had many arguments re making crystals transparent, but we will maintain a discreet silence on the subject of arguments, but let it be whispered that the crystals at G5MU are polished on only one side. In conclusion, we hope that this article will be allowed to creep past OM Editor, and that hams may find something of interest in it, but please remember that the concluding few lines of the April article are applicable to this, and while we are always pleased to “swop” ideas re crystal control, we do hope that we shall not receive any pathetic letters from grandmas and grandpas who have mysteriously lost their spare pair of specs.

A Valve Base Coil Holder.

By C. A. Brookes (2CB) and J. Clarricoats (6CL).

The vogue of the valve base coil appears to have become standard practice among a number of amateurs.

The construction of such a coil is relatively simple, and information on the methods of winding have already appeared in this and other publications.

So far, however, no reference seems to have been made to a means of coupling the aerial to the grid and reaction coil, and in order to overcome this omission this short description of a coil holder for such a use is presented.

The grid and reaction coil holder consists of four valve legs screwed into a bottom plate of ebonite; an ebonite pillar assembled at the end of this plate carries at its top an ebonite arm, attached to which are a further four valve legs for the aerial coil fitted upside down. The arm is secured to the pillar by means of a 2 B.A. screw spring washer and nut, thus allowing the aerial coil arm to be swung across the grid-reaction coil as required.

The general dimensions are as shown on the sketch.

H.F. Amplification added to an ordinary S.W. Receiver.

BY BRS170.

Having spent a month under canvas experimenting with various forms of H.F. amplification, I think I have arrived at an arrangement which is both simple and very effective.

It will be seen from the diagram that separate batteries are used. Perhaps this accounts for the fact that no neutralising is necessary. The coupling coil from the H.F. amplifier to the grid coil of the detector consists of three turns of flex loosely wound over the grid coil.

The coils are space wound in the usual manner, the number of turns being found by experiment.

The results obtained are very satisfactory. I use only one valve as a rule but a three-valve Ignico resistance coupled amplifier has been used with complete success.

With the switch to the right the set functions as an ordinary short wave receiver and signals are just normal. Changing the switch over to the left brings in the amplifier, and what a difference! R2 signals on the ordinary set are now easily R4 to R5, and can be easily read through the background of QRM and QRN.

Strays.

News has just come to hand that G6LL has effected QSO with G2FN on 8 metres, signals reported R5 T9, with no aerial. G2FN was reported R7 with a slightly unsteady D.C. note.

For sale, on or before 15 October, complete amateur station. Owner taking up rabbits.

5WH reports that he has given up his call sign on leaving England for Iraq, but that any reports on the reception of his signal from there (call A55WH) in the neighbourhood of 21, 30 or 42 metres would be welcome.

Make certain of visiting Stand 227 (in the gallery.)
Practical Crystal Control.

By G. W. THOMAS (5YK).

With the advent of 1929 and the new amateur regulations arising from the Washington Conference of 1927, many short-wave transmitting stations will, no doubt, undergo modifications. It will be of supreme importance to use a sharply tuned wave, so as to cause as little interference as possible to stations working on near-by waves; it will be equally important for all amateurs to know exactly where they are in their assigned frequency band, and to remain there. Any off-wave business will not be tolerated by the authorities; any wobbling or spreading waves, whether over-modulated with speech or A.C. ripple, or any station taking up double his portion in the band by the use of marker and spacer keying, must not be tolerated by ourselves.

The ideal form of transmitter which helps to fulfil all the above features has been proved over and over again to be a crystal-controlled outfit. With the advent on the market of the Oscillating Xta1 Company's crystals at a price within the reach of everyone, and with the Washington regulations being forced on us at the end of the year if not earlier, it is thought that many amateurs may possibly be reconstructing their apparatus for coming conditions. It is the intention of the author to present in detailed form some constructional and operative hints in building a crystal controlled transmitter suitable for use in the 40 and 20-metre amateur bands.

It is probable that many amateurs will start with a crystal in the 80-metre band; if a 160-metre crystal is used, only small and obvious alterations will have to be made from the following description. The figure shows the complete circuit from an 80-metre crystal to the 40-metre output.

Commencing with the crystal oscillator (C.O.), the first point to be emphasized is that no reaction in any form should ever be used with a crystal. A crystal that needs reaction to make it oscillate is a poor one, and the owner is apt to overlook the fact that the control is also poor, and the wave is easily "pulled" when making alterations further on in the set, or when keying or modulating. No reaction should ever be used with even a first-class crystal, as the control will again be poor, and the crystal is liable to crack. Great care should be taken that the grid choke to the C.O. does not resonate, as a resonating choke in this position is a form of untuned (or fixed tuned) reaction. A suitable choke for use on 80 metres may consist of 200 turns of 38 D.C.C. wire wound to a diameter of 1 in., a test-tube makes a good former; a 160-metre choke requires 300 turns. The crystal holder can well be homemade; the top plate should be light, and may conveniently be the size of a halfpenny or 1-in. square. Good crystals will always work with an airgap, providing the circuit is low-loss. When used with an airgap, the crystal is less liable to crack when using excessive H.T. than when used without an airgap, as the crystal does not have to move the upper plate. In general, though, the output from an airgap crystal is low, unless the H.T. voltage is raised; also the frequency of oscillation depends on the size of the airgap, and such holders are difficult to construct and expensive to buy.

The valve should preferably be one having a fairly high impedance, and a high mutual conductance. A DE5b is, in the author's opinion, difficult to beat. The H.T. voltage, when using an 80-metre crystal without an airgap, should not exceed 300 volts. It is very important that the plate feed to the C.O. should be high, even though the valve efficiency appears to be low: 20 to 30 milliamperes is quite normal here and zero to 15 negative grid volts are satisfactory. A grid leak does not appear to be so good as bias when using a high impedance valve. If the grid is so biased by battery or leak to keep the plate current low, there is great danger of the crystal cracking. A crystal should run cold; if it warms up it is very liable to crack. If the load is taken off a C.O. when excessive H.T. is used, the R.F. on the crystal is increased, with possible damage to the crystal.

It will be noticed that the crystal valve plate circuit is in common with other tuned circuits, i.e. centre tapped and the centre run to an earthed point. As far as is known, this type of circuit is not generally used, though it produces very much greater efficiency than a tuned circuit with one end earthed. In this scheme there is a complete half-wave in the tuned circuit, and not a quarter wave in the plate, working with another quarter wave elsewhere. The same modification may be applied to a T.P.-T.G. oscillator, in which case the grid and plate circuits will each contain one complete half wave, instead of having only a quarter wave each. The effect of this is to allow all the circulating tank current to flow through the coil and back through the tuning condenser, instead of having to complete its path through other stray capacities of poor dielectric. No exact measurements have been made between the efficiency of a centre-tapped circuit and the more ordinary type, although in one particular amplifier, driven from a constant source, the input to the amplifier (with an aerial coupled to its plate circuit) was increased from 40 watts to 60 watts solely by changing from a quarter wave tuned grid input circuit to one of the half wave type. For maximum efficiency with this circuit, it is important that the tuning condenser shall be across equal portions either side of the earthed point, though the condenser need not tune the whole coil; in this case the anode clip may be moved higher up the coil than the condenser clip, thus providing some anode tap. By this means an increase in efficiency is often obtained, but this increase is not so marked in the C.O. as in other parts of the set. When the correct-sized coil has been found, the dead-end should be cut off, as it causes a great loss of power.

It should be remembered that the R.F. power in the C.O. is small, and efforts should therefore be made to conserve that power as much as possible. This means that the circuit should be low-loss, and
because it is on 80 metres, leaves no reason to make it the imitation of a poor B.C. receiver. A better R.F. output can be obtained to drive the grids of the next valves by using high L/C ratios in the plate circuits. A suitable coil for the C.O. plate circuit may be space wound on a 3-in. Becrol ribbed former and consist of about 20 turns with a tapping in the centre for the earth point.

The coupling condenser between the C.O. and the next valve, a frequency doubler (F.D.), should be a good mica condenser of fairly large capacity, say .002 mfd. or over, and tight coupling will usually be required. It is not necessary to use a tuned grid input circuit to an F.D., so that grid potential must be supplied through a choke. This choke must be a good one, and the details given for the C.O. choke apply here. With 300 volts on the C.O., the plate coil should be alive with R.F. and light a lamp of the Osram type if the base of the lamp is held in the hand and the glass is touched on the plate coil. This also constitutes an excellent test for the choke on the grid of the F.D. The lamp should light brightly at the top of the choke, and then, as it is brought down to the earthy end of the choke, should dim and finally go out. If the brilliance of the glow is at all erratic, the choke is a bad one and another should be tried. It may be possible to light the lamp off the grid choke of the C.O., in which case the same test can be applied.

The practice of winding an R.F. choke in the form of an unspaced solenoid can be improved upon as follows. Commence by winding, say, 20 turns close, then leave a gap of one-tenth to a quarter inch and then wind another group of turns, this time, say, 30. Continue this system until the required number of turns are on, and let each group of turns be of different size. In this way the self-capacity of the choke is reduced a little and the choke appears to be more efficient.

It will be observed that both grid leak and bias are used on the F.D. The exact effect of this leak is not quite understood, though it very materially increases the efficiency of the F.D. It is definitely not acting solely as a substitute for additional bias, as experiment has shown. The lower end of the choke should preferably be at earth potential, and if the use of the grid leak appears to keep this lower end alive with R.F., a condenser across the leak will cure matters. If high power is being used, and R.F. is allowed to get into the leak, a burn-out of the leak is the result.

LS5b or DE5b are very good F.D. valves, and with 400-500 volts H.T. (for LS5b, 300 volts for DE5b) and driven from a C.O. with 300 volts H.T., a grid bias of 100-150 volts will probably be required with a 10,000 ohm leak, the plate current being 20-30 milliamperes. For a constant plate input to an F.D., the R.F. output on the half wave can be increased by increasing both the R.F. drive and the grid bias. Also, for a constant R.F. input, the R.F. output on the half wave can be increased (within certain limits) by decreasing the grid bias at the expense of an increase in plate input. An LS5b working as an F.D. from 80-40 metres at 12 watts input should not have a hot plate; but as a 40-20 metre F.D., the plate may be just coloured with the same input.

The coupling circuit between the F.D. and the Power Amplifier (P.A.) presents some novel features. Normally, the plate circuit of the F.D. would be similar to that of the C.O., except that it would be tuned to the half wave. The grid of a low impedance valve, such as is invariably used for a P.A., has to be separately tuned and cannot work with a choke, in the same way as the F.D. grid is worked, if good power ratios are to be obtained. It would require another half-wave tuned circuit centre tapped, equivalent to the C.O. plate circuit. The grid of the P.A. would then be connected through a fixed condenser to the plate of the F.D. This means two tuned circuits, which are a trouble. To overcome this difficulty, and yet keep the power ratios high, the coupling circuit shown has been developed. It consists of a single coil split in the centre with two fixed condensers. The other connections to the coil are shown; the tuning condenser must withstand three times the H.T. volts without sparking over. The coupling circuit contains one complete half-wave on a wavelength of half that of the C.O. The use of separate anode, grid and condenser taps on the coil, whilst improving results to a small extent, is not of vital importance, unless one requires the absolute maximum driving voltage. If separate tappings are used the condenser would tune only the centre part of the coil, with the grid and plate clips towards the ends; the tuning condenser must in any case be shunted across equal portions either side of the earthed point. It should be remembered that every separate tap on tuned circuits in amplifiers, means an increase in efficiency to a greater or less degree, providing one has sufficient time to spend tuning up and understands what one is doing. The Hartley oscillator can always be improved by the provision of a full complement of tappings on the coil.

A considerable amount of amplification should be obtained through an F.D. working properly.
This may be approximately tested by the use of the neon lamp or another current indicating device described below, though it should be remembered that all such indicators (lamp or bulb) are not independent of frequency. The indicating device consists of a single turn of stout wire, about 3 ins. diameter soldered to an ordinary flash lamp bulb holder, so that the bulb is in the circuit formed by a single turn. This is more sensitive than a neon lamp and is very useful for indicating resonance in a circuit when held near a coil.

The use of an amplifier following an F.D., and working on the same H.T. voltage as the F.D., does not produce as much amplification as might be expected, showing that the efficiency of a high impedance valve as an F.D. is fairly high. Thus, an L55 valve driven from an L55B as F.D. (itself driven hard), and both valves working on the same H.T. voltage, would not produce much amplification, though if the H.T. voltage on the L55 were raised, the amplification would be considerably increased. An L55 requires as much power to drive it to ten watts (400 volts) as a D.E.T.1 does to 50 watts (1,000 volts).

A P.A. should be biased so that about five milli-ampereis are taken by the plate when undriven; a grid leak of about 10,000 ohms is also required, as shown. A P.A. must be neutralized, neutralizing being obtained between the grid and the end of the plate coil remote from the plate tap. It is very necessary to provide a full complement of tappings on the plate coil of a P.A., as the correct adjustment of anode tap goes far to produce high efficiency; the part of the coil that is tuned may possibly be one-half to two-thirds of the whole coil. The neutralizing condenser may or may not need to be on a turn further from the centre of the coil than that on which the lower condenser clip is. The use of more turns between the earthed point and the anode clip than between the earthed point and the neutralizing condenser clip, calls for a larger neutralizing capacity, and makes neutralizing more difficult. The tuned portion of this plate circuit carries very heavy R.F. currents, and apparatus must be so constructed to carry such currents.

All amplifiers can be made to run at the same efficiency. 78.5 per cent. This assumes an unlimited driving power, and the correct H.T. voltage. The higher the mutual conductance of a valve, the less grid power it will require to drive it to a given input (with aerial load on), other things being constant. The mutual conductance of D.E.T.1 is among the highest of any low-power transmitting valves produced. Hence its efficiency as an oscillator, where it has to supply its own grid power. The D.E.T.1S.W. has a lower mutual conductance than the D.E.T.1, and hence requires more drive for a given anode power.

The description of the F.D. applies to all forms of frequency multipliers, though in the case of frequency trebleurs, quadruplers, etc., there is very often a strong tendency for self-oscillation, which can only be overcome by neutralizing the F.M. stage. This produces an added difficulty, and, further, the use of frequency multipliers other than doublers and trebleurs is not to be recommended because of the small output obtained. It is usually a saving in the long run to use two doublers than one quadrupler.

If it is desired to add extra F.D. stages to the circuit described above for use on shorter waves, or to work off a higher wave crystal, then the coupling system between all F.D. stages is made exactly similar to the coupling between the C.O. and the F.D., as described. A 40-metre R.F. choke may consist of 150 to 200 turns, group wound, as previously described, on a five-eighths inch former; and a 20-metre choke about 100 turns. The use of the split coil is absolutely necessary only when directly preceding a P.A., though its use between all other stages in the set may constitute a small improvement.

It will be noticed that all filaments are by-passed with condensers. While this is not of vital importance to the working of the set, it does prevent bad flickering of the filaments on keying, and allows a short R.F. path across the filament, thereby preventing the flow of excessive current down one side of the filament only. The use of these condensers is most important when using thin filament valves. The earthed points of all coils should be taken to filaments by a short lead through a large condenser, say, .01 mfd., and the wiring should always provide a short R.F. path direct or through a condenser between one stage and another; it has been found most important that all points of zero R.F. potential be linked together by a short lead and also be linked to filaments. Although theoretically all earthed points should be taken separately direct to earth, it has not been found necessary to provide more than one earth to the set, but this should preferably be at the short-wave end. As neither side of any variable condenser is at earth potential, it is necessary to provide some form of extension handle for tuning purposes.

This would appear to finish the construction of a crystal-controlled set; the next part deals with tuning it. Readers are recommended to re-read the article entitled "The Valve as a High Frequency Amplifier," by 2HK, on page 12 of the December, 1927, BULLETIN. The correct adjustment of the plate tuning condenser of the C.O. can be found by using some form of R.F. indicating device near the plate coil. As the tuning condenser is increased in value through the maximum point, it will be found that the crystal starts oscillating weakly at first, oscillations building up in strength until they reach a maximum value, after which oscillations suddenly cease. There should be no instability (or overlap) at this maximum point, as overlap indicates either a poor crystal or a bad loss in the circuit; a very heavy load, being equivalent to a loss, will produce overlap.

Tuning amplifiers is very simple; when the grid of a valve (biased) is driven, the plate feed rises; when the plate circuit is not driven by the grid, either the fundamental or a harmonic of the drive frequency, the input falls to a low value, but not as low as it was before being driven. (Theoretically, it falls to the same input as when undriven, but a no-loss no-load short-wave circuit cannot be produced.) A load then causes an increase in input again. A frequency multiplier should be driven as much as possible, but an amplifier will only need to be driven until the plate feed current is equal to the filament emission. (This treatment is too drastic for duff emitter valves, though is quite satisfactory for bright valves. With duff emitter valves a grid current meter should be used; the grid current to a fully-driven D.E.T.1 valve should
be 13-15 milliamperes, with no H.T. on, but with the anode connected to filament.) When the valve is driven and the plate is tuned, the plate feed will drop, and then a load can be put on until the feed reaches 7/22 of the filament emission.

An amplifier is neutralized as follows: Commence with the H.T. off the amplifier, but with everything else connected and the aerial coupled. The object is to find a point on the neutralizing condenser where any indicating devices on the grid side of the amplifier will show no flicker when the plate-tuning condenser is swung through resonance, the grid all the while being driven. Turn the "single-turn bulb" or neon lamp, lit off the grid circuit are very useful indicators, though the grid current meter is ideal. Amplifiers on short waves are often very difficult to neutralize at first; and the higher-loss the circuit is, the easier it will be to neutralize. Grid and plate coils should be kept small diameter with their axes at right-angles to each other and well spaced. A diameter of 2½ ins. is quite enough for all coils with the exception of the P.A. plate coil, which need never be greater than 4 ins. Tuning condensers have a large field and should also be well spaced from each other. A high C/L ratio will ease neutralization, although it usually produces a lower transratio.

A very convenient place to key a crystal-controlled set is in the H.T.+ lead to one of the F.D. stages. Choke control modulation can also be effected in the plate lead to the last F.D., though it must be remembered that as the modulation is allowing the H.T. current to the F.D. to fluctuate only below its normal value (when not modulated), that the R.F. output from the F.D. will be smaller than normal. For good modulation the following amplifier(s) should only be worked at 30 per cent. efficiency, otherwise distortion will occur. This, however, should not be taken seriously if the transmitter is not meant to emulate a B.B.C. station. Where possible, modulation should be effected in the last amplifier only, but this is often beyond most amateurs. Perhaps 2HK will provide some data from his veritable store of knowledge on modulating amplifiers with apparatus within reach of most amateurs.

If the emitted note from the set is to be perfectly free of all A.C. ripple (which is imperative for good phone), then the C.O. filament should be lit off D.C., and if grid bias is used to the C.O. stage, a separate grid bias battery will be required. If a very little ripple is of no consequence, then all filaments may be worked off A.C. If R.A.C. is used to supply the set, the C.O. H.T. supply should be well smoothed if the best note is required; the smoothing on the other supplies are not so important, but a crystal will not convert an A.C. note into a C.C. note.

In conclusion, the writer hopes the above remarks will be helpful to anyone about to construct a crystal controlled set. It is hoped that a 10-metre set, built to the lines suggested, will be on view at the Society's Stand at the forthcoming Exhibition.

Stray.

Reports are required by Herr Wiberg (D7HM), Vesterbrograde 125, Copenhagen, on his telephone transmissions made on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evenings from 12.30 p.m. to 1.30 a.m.—wave 40-45 band.

The Theory and Adjustment of a Transmitter.

TRANSMISSION LINES.

BY F. AUGHTIE (6AT).

THE HOME END.

So far we have not considered what happens when the reflected wave arrives back at the home end, but it is fairly clear that the behaviour of the reflected wave at the home end is similar to that of the main wave at the far end. That is, it is either reflected or absorbed. If it is absorbed this means that energy is restored to the generator, and since we have supposed the lines to be free from all loss, the amplitude of the reflected wave is the same as that of the initial main wave. Thus as much energy is returned to the generator as was taken from it, and the stationary waves are maintained on the system without expenditure of energy. Of course, if there is a load at the far end the returning wave will be smaller than the outgoing main wave, as already shown, and so less energy is returned to the generator than was taken out, the balance being taken by the load.

If the reflected wave is re-reflected, then obviously the same wave runs backwards and forwards and stationary waves persist as before. Two cases must be distinguished, however: (a) The generator ceasing to supply energy to the system; (b) the generator continuing to supply energy to the system.

(a) The same wave continually runs backwards and forwards; that is the stationary wave persists at constant amplitude.

(b) Energy being continually fed into the system, the amplitude of the stationary waves increases. We must here consider three limitations:

(1) When the generator is connected to the lines at a point where the voltage swing is greatest (voltage antinode) and its output voltage is limited. Here obviously the amplitude of the waves cannot rise beyond the generator voltage, since beyond this point no power is supplied from the generator. Similar reasoning applies to (2), where the generator is connected at a current antinode and the current it can pass is limited.

(3) If the coupling is such that neither the voltage nor the current is limited, but only the energy, the amplitude builds up until energy is dissipated somewhere at the same rate as it is supplied.

It will be fairly clear that if our transmission line has no losses, but has a load connected to it, by varying the position at which the generator is connected to the line, we vary the terminal voltage required for a given supply of energy, always supposing that the tuning arrangements are satisfied. Thus we can make the transmission line play the part of a transformer if desired. This is what is usually done in the "Zeppelin" feed arrangement, it being commonly arranged so that there is a voltage node at the home end.
Coupling to the Transmitter.

The problem of supplying the line system with power remains. The usual way is to connect a coil between the wires and induce an E.M.F. into it by bringing it close to the inductance of the transmitter. The coupling can either be loose or tight. In the former case the necessary line tuning conditions must be satisfied separately from those of the transmitter, but this arrangement has the advantage that the coupling can be readily adjusted to optimum, giving maximum energy to the transmitter, without affecting the tuning of either circuit. In the second case there is no need for separate feeder tuning, as, owing to the tight coupling, the primary condenser tunes both circuits. The coupling, however, can only be altered, as a rule, by varying the number of turns in the feeder coil. As it is usually only possible to do this in steps and not continuously, it is more difficult to get optimum coupling.

![Coupling Condenser Diagram]

Commonly the latter arrangement is used together with series condensers in the feeders. In the majority of cases these condensers do not affect tuning at all, but form a means of altering the coupling to some extent.

When a half wave Hertz is used with feeders slightly more than half a wavelength long (but less than three-quarters) it will be found that the necessary tuning reactance is a condenser. Many stations commonly insert a coupling coil as well, and this results in the series condensers becoming very small, while at the same time the losses are increased due to the resistance of the coupling coil itself. The following method of coupling will be found more efficient in such cases.

The feeders are joined together through a variable condenser of a suitable size to tune the feeders. The plate coil of the transmitter is arranged to have a centre tap which is earthed (this will already be the case in both the Hartley and Mesny circuits), most other circuits can easily be modified to give this. The tuning condenser must be left across the whole of the coil. Then each feeder is connected through a small condenser — such as a neutrodyne condenser to an end of the transmitter coil, one feeder to each end; see Fig. 9. These small condensers should be variable and provide a means of adjusting the coupling to the correct value. In operation they should be kept approximately the same value.

For those who have not a transmitter with a centre tapped plate coil the arrangement of Fig. 10 is suggested. Here a pair of condensers are connected between the feeders to give a centre tap which is connected to the filaments, a small condenser is then connected between one feeder and the plate end of the coil. Unfortunately, the arrangement cannot be tried in practice at the time of writing. (The writer is indebted to Mr. F. J. Singleton, G5UW, for trying out the arrangement of Fig. 9, which gives satisfactory results in practice.)

![Alternative Arrangement Diagram]

A Note on Push-pull Amplification.

By F. Aughtie (6AT).

(This article deals with push-pull for loud speaker operation.)

There are several advantages claimed for push-pull, most of them incorrectly. As used in practice there is only one. The output choke (or transformer) can be considerably reduced in size, since there is no initial magnetisation of the core by the D.C. component. This may represent a considerable saving in cost of this component if high powers are used.

With ordinary commercial valves push-pull does not give any more output than the same two valves in parallel would give. The maximum distortionless output from a valve is limited by the valve and the H.T. used. When two valves are used the power is practically the same whether they work in parallel or in series (push-pull). Further, the push-pull method has the disadvantage of requiring double the total grid swing.

Incidentally, it appears to me to correct a fallacy concerning grid swing. A power valve is commonly said to be "good" if it will "handle a large grid swing." Now, the primary function of a power valve is to give sufficient output power to work the speaker. The smaller the grid swing necessary for this, the better the valve, since it will require less preliminary amplification. In order to get ample output power at reasonable H.T. voltages, low impedance valves must be used, and if the filament characteristics are normal this implies a low amplification factor. Hence, the valve demands a large grid swing. Thus it follows that for valves of similar filament characteristics used on the same H.T. voltage, the valve giving the most output will require the greatest grid swing. But it should be realised that a large grid swing per se is a disadvantage.
Push-pull then offers an advantage from the point of view of the output choke only. As commonly shown, it requires a centre tapped transformer preceding the output pair of valves. Those who consider the best transformer not good enough, and use resistance coupling instead, may care to try an idea of the writer's shown in the figure.

V₄ and V₅ form the push-pull pair and V₄ is fed in the normal manner from V₂, which is the last stage but one. V₅ is fed from an extra valve V₃, which is fed in turn from the anode of V₂ through a potentiometer. The tapping is so adjusted that the anode swing of V₅ is the same as that of V₂. In practice this adjustment is made by paralleling the anodes of V₄ and V₅, connecting up the speaker to these stages and then adjusting the tapping until the output from the speaker is a minimum. (It is not possible to obtain an exact extinction point.) The centre tapped choke is then connected and the speaker placed across it. It should be noted that in this way any slight difference between the characteristics of V₄ and V₅ is compensated for. This is not possible with the normal centre tapped transformer arrangement.

---

**A Crystal Controlled Resonator.**

By E. A. Dedman (2NH).

Although we cannot, be sure exactly what is going to happen under the new regulations of the Washington Conference, which come into force, as far as we are concerned, on October 15, there is one thing that stands out prominently from the somewhat hazy background. That is the fact that we are all going to need a really reliable and accurate wavemeter. Our short wavemands are narrow, but they are exclusive. Therefore, we shall have every right to justify protest if our bands are infringed upon by any station that is not entitled to use them. On the other hand, we cannot expect any mercy if we stray into the bands that are reserved for other services. Now, providing we have an accurate wavemeter of the heterodyne type, we can be sure of our wave within a very small percentage. However, even the best of heterodyne wavemands cannot be expected to remain dead accurate for ever, even if we take all the precautions that are so lucidly outlined by 6CJ in the August number of the Bulletin, but the danger does not lie in the variation, but in the fact that we may not be aware of it and rely on the accuracy of our original calibration. Luckily, there is a very simple and extremely accurate piece of apparatus that we can all afford to build that will enable us to keep a check on our wavemeter. I refer to the quartz oscillator.

The sixpenny "Grannies' specs" type of quartz crystal is available to all of us, and with the aid of three fixed condensers, a valve, a B.C.L. coil and a few odds and ends we can construct a crystal oscillator in less than an hour.

Here let us digress for just a moment. Up till the present 99 per cent. of us have referred to the waves on which we work as the "45 metre band," the "23 metre band," and so on. In its way this has been quite all right, as our waves have been fixed on a wavelength basis, but under the new regime our bands have been granted on a kilocycle basis, and it seems to me that now, at the very start, is a most suitable time to change our nomenclature to the more correct kilocycle terms. In fact, surely it will be easier for us to say the "7 megacycle band" rather than the "41-42 metre band." At any rate, through the rest of this article I shall talk in terms of frequency. If you don't like it, I expect you know the conversion formula as well as I do!

Reverting to the crystals, most of them have their fundamentals in the broadcast band, and we will presume that our particular crystal has a fundamental of 1 megacycle, or, in other words, 1,000 kilocycles. If we connect it to a valve in such a way as to make the valve oscillate, we shall get an oscillator that will remain constant on 1 megacycle, no matter what happens to battery voltages, anode load, or indeed anything at all, as long as the valve stays in oscillation. As a matter of fact the crystal has a small temperature coefficient, but it is so small that for all practical purposes it can be ignored. Now, as we have both the valve and the crystal oscillating at 1 megacycle, we shall have a series of harmonics on 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
megacycles, and so on through the scale. It is important to remember that these harmonics are not produced by the crystal, which has no harmonics, but by the valve. It is obvious that by the time we get to our amateur bands, these harmonics will be very useful for the purpose of checking our wavemeter, but it is also certain that they will be rather weak by the time we have reached the region of 7 and 14 megacycles, where our principal amateur bands are situated. It is possible to overcome this difficulty by the use of a r.f. transmission line, as will be shown later on in this article.

Turning now to the practical side, we find that there are at least two ways of connecting the crystal in circuit to control the frequency of the valve. The first is to connect the two plates of the crystal holder to the grid and plate of the valve, with a tuned circuit in the plate—H.T. lead. This circuit is perfectly practical and reliable, but it has one great disadvantage, in the fact that if the two plates of the crystal holder are accidentally short circuited, the H.T. battery is also short circuited, through the grid bias resistance. The other circuit is the one that is more generally used, in which the crystal is connected across the grid and filament of the valve, the tuned circuit being included in the plate circuit as before. This circuit is shown in Fig. 1. In this case the plate circuit must be tuned to a slightly higher frequency than the fundamental of the crystal.

At 2NH the whole apparatus is mounted on a baseboard measuring 9 ins. by 7 ins. The practical lay-out is shown in Fig. 2, the value of the components being as follows: The bottom crystal plate consists of a piece of brass or copper plate about 2 ins. square that is screwed direct to the baseboard. The top plate is slightly smaller and is also screwed to the baseboard along one side, although in this case two washers are inserted between the baseboard and the plate so that the plate is about ¼ in. higher than the bottom one, and directly over it. The diagram should make this clear, and in any case any type of crystal holder that has been described in the BULLETIN or QST is quite as good, if not better! The grid bias resistance is not at all critical, and can be any value between ½ and ½ meg.; in fact, it can often be omitted altogether. The anode coil is an ordinary commercial 25 turn coil, mounted in a baseboard mounting single coil holder. This coil is turned by a condenser, and as the tuning is not at all critical it is convenient to use a fixed condenser in this position. In my own case I use a Loewe cartridge condenser, as this being a plug-in arrangement allows of a quick change of capacity if desired. The .1 mf. condenser is merely a by-pass condenser across the H.T. battery. It also serves as a convenient place for terminating the flex leads that go to the H.T. The latter is mounted on the baseboard itself, and in my own case is a 30-volt dry battery. The condenser C1 is for use when using a H.F. line to connect the oscillator to a receiver. The capacity should be about .00005 or near abouts. A neutralising condenser is quite suitable in this position.

If desired the whole oscillator can be enclosed in a glass case, such as was described by friend 7MT in the description of his receiver in the July issue of the BULLETIN. I have got the glass, but the case is not made yet!

In the theoretical discussion above I suggested the frequency of 1 m.c. for the crystal, but this is by no means the essential or even the best frequency to select. Probably the best frequency is 1,750 k.c., as in this case a harmonic will be found that marks the lower frequency limit of each of our new wave bands, i.e., 3, 5, 7, 14, and 28 megacycles. This, of course, ignores the 56 m.c. band, which, up to the present at any rate, has not been of much use to us, and also the 2 m.c. band. However, in this case the fundamental of the crystal comes within this band, so it is still available for checking purposes.

One important thing to remember is that the whole dependability of the apparatus depends on the absolute correct fundamental of the crystal being known in the first place. Therefore, it is advisable to have this checked against a crystal, the frequency of which is accurately known. Personally, I shall be pleased to check any crystal that is ground to the fundamental mentioned (1,750 k.c.). Another way of checking it is to set up the oscillator with the crystal in place. Listen in on the short wave receiver until a harmonic is found. Measure this harmonic on a wavemeter that is known to be accurate. Then tune up carefully until the next harmonic is heard. Measure this carefully also. Then subtract the frequency of this harmonic from the frequency of the first one found. The resultant figure is equal to the frequency of the crystal. To quote an example, we will say the first harmonic we found was on 9,000 k.c. Tuning up we find the next harmonic on 7,500 k.c.; subtracting one from the other, we get 1,500 k.c., or, in other words, 1.5 m.c., and this is the fundamental frequency of the crystal in use. With this method, however, the degree of accuracy is no better than that of the wavemeter used, so it is better to have the crystal checked against a standard one, if this is at all possible.

Although the method of using the oscillator or
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resonator is obvious to most people, I will give a few words of explanation for the benefit of anyone who may be in doubt. First of all the oscillator should be placed about a yard away from the short wave receiver, and then switched on. Search round on the receiver until a beat note with the oscillator is heard. Then slacken off the receiver reaction until it has just stopped oscillating. Now switch on the wavemeter, and adjust the condenser carefully until you hear the wavemeter note beating with the harmonic of the crystal oscillator. Tune carefully until the silent point is reached, and then take your wavemeter dial reading. Let us hope this checks up accurately with the known frequency of the crystal harmonic. If it does not, you will know that the wavemeter is off calibration and you have soon learnt how useful the crystal resonator is going to be to you!

If you find the higher frequency harmonics of the crystal are rather weak in the receiver, it is advisable to use the H.F. line previously mentioned, to bring them up to strength. This is done by running a wire from the neutralising condenser on the oscillator, direct to the grid of the detector valve in the receiver. By transferring some of the energy to the receiver in this way it is possible in my own case to hear each harmonic right up to the 20th, which is the limit to which my receiver will go. Go ahead, OM; you will never regret the time spent on the job.

**Using D.C. Mains for H.T. on a S.W. Receiver.**

By BR3147.

I have just fitted up my short-wave receiver to work off the D.C. mains. Perhaps an account of the apparatus used and the results obtained will be of interest to some people.

The mains are connected to the receiver via two single pole 3-amp. switches. In each lead is a 1-amp. fuse. One choke is placed in each lead. The chokes L1 and L2 are home-made and have an inductance of approximately 50 henries. Each choke consists of one pound of No. 36 D.S.C. wire. The core is 1” x 1” “stalloy,” with an air gap to prevent saturation. The potential divider was obtained from Messrs. F. C. Heyberd & Co., and has a resistance of 25,000 ohms. The condensers C1 and C2 are each of 6 MFD capacity and capable of withstanding 1,000 volts. C3 and C4 are 2 MFD condensers rated 800 volts A.C. test.

The tapping on the potential divider are so arranged that + 1 gives 60 volts and + 2 120 volts, but other voltages may be obtained as desired.

The receiver is an orthodox detector and 1 L.F. using a P.M.4 as detector.

I am rather surprised that there is no trace of hum whatsoever.

For safety a 2 MFD condenser is included in the earth lead from the receiver. This is very important.

**Modern Practice in Electrolytic Retification.**

By Benedict H. Rolfe, M.A., F.C.S.

My attention has been called to the most interesting article on low tension Tantulum rectification which appeared in your July issue.

On the ground covered there is little that can be added usefully to the article in question, which is most concise and most practical. In normal cases, perhaps, the more usual twin cells have advantages over the single three-electrode cell described. The latter is quite current—it is indeed used in much standard apparatus—but with the double twin cells the temperature is easier to control; and with Tantulum excess of temperature is to be avoided. I doubt that there is any great point in having the three electrodes exactly equidistant—and with thin Tantulum this is not easy to arrange in practice. The “brown sludge” mentioned by your contributor is, of course, of the nature of “active deposit” formed on the lead electrode and may be disregarded.

The article raises one most interesting matter, i.e., the “hum,” which is sometimes audible in receiving apparatus when an accumulator is being charged during audition. Assuming (as one would do) that the electrolytic conditions are such as to preclude all possibility of “sparking,” this seems to depend on circumstances which are somewhat imperfectly understood. With some main supplies no noise can be detected—even in the head ‘phones. With others—having theoretically identical potentials and periodicities—there is a constant rhythmic hum. Other mains, normally silent, suffer from occasional disturbance. The simple remedy is to have a switch on the primary mains circuit, and to cut this out if disturbance is noted.

Your contributor is entirely right in suggesting that modern electrolytic methods have progressed far beyond the simple and most useful case cited by him. Much has appeared in print on this subject—a great deal of which is somewhat discursive and, perhaps naturally, more concerned with the constructional niceties advocated by the author than with the real problem to be undertaken. I do not wish to belittle the importance of constructional detail. But it is quite as important to know, generally, what an electrolytic arrangement
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may, or may not, be expected to do. A short statement of the whole position may therefore be of interest.

As far as the present writer is aware, no really novel electrolytic circuit has been described since the time of Noden. What has been done in recent times is to substitute for the aluminium used by Noden certain other "active" agents which are infinitely more convenient in practice. Aluminium is a first-rate rectifying agent. Unfortunately, it necessitates the use of electrolytes containing large percentages of fixed salts and, consequently, obnoxious in the highest degree. The modern "active" agents, of which Tantalum itself is the best known popularly, permit the use of ordinary dilute "battery acid" as electrolyte. This has no disadvantages, and every accumulator user is accustomed to handling it. Further, and this is again a material advantage in practice, the new "active" agents will pass over twenty times as much current per unit of electrode area as aluminium.

![Diagram of Twin Cell Full Beat](image)

Fig. 2 shows the normal low tension arrangement as described by your contributor, but in the more customary twin cell form. This necessitates a mid-tapping on the transformer secondary, which latter must give, over outer, double the potential needed for rectification.

Fig. 3 shows the "bridge" system in which the mid-tapping of the transformer secondary is replaced by a suitable arrangement of four rectifying cells. This is extremely useful in certain cases, is very efficient and is much employed.

Fig. 4 indicates the "differential" circuit, perhaps the most widely used of all arrangements employed for the charging of small capacity high-tension accumulators. In this system the rectifier itself is mid-tapped, and also the accumulator block, leads from both these points being taken to the A.C. mains. Three small cells in series on each "leg" of the rectifier are generally sufficient to deal with any ordinary mains supply. In this method both alternations of the A.C. are fully employed in the charging operation, but one alternation charges one-half of the accumulator block, and vice versa. While this method is, as stated above, in very general use for H.T. charging, most excellent results are reported from the use of the "bridge" method—a sufficient number of cells being placed in series on each arm of the bridge.

In laying down any of the above systems two main considerations arise, viz., safe limit voltage and cell resistance, the latter determining the voltage drop to be allowed for in any necessary calculation.

Limit voltage arises out of an important consideration. All rectifying agents have what is sometimes called a "disruptive" point, i.e., a critical voltage beyond which they cease to rectify partly or entirely. In the case of metallic tantalum this point is generally considered to occur somewhere between 33 and 37 volts. It is a purely physical function varying with the molecular structure of the individual specimen of metal. Where, as in H.T. charging, it is necessary to impress higher voltages on the rectifier resource is had to cells in series. It is difficult to lay down any hard-and-fast rule as to the exact number of series cells so required in a given case. It is usually less than the theoretical number, and seems to depend somewhat on the characteristics of the mains supply. As a general rule it has been found that
three to four cells on each “leg” of a differential system, or six to eight cells on a “half-beat” system, are sufficient to deal with main service supplies in this country.

Cell resistance is important in determining the output voltage in rectified current. The normal Tantalum cell will be found, singly, to entail a drop of about 3.5 volts. When a number of such cells are used in series this figure will fall slightly, probably to about 3.25 to 3.3 volts per cell. Owing to the difficulty of making a first-rate electrical joint between Tantalum and any other metal (at any rate in amateur hands) it is wise to allow a very small further margin. But in no case should such resistance entail a drop exceeding 4 volts maximum.

Electrolytic methods are greatly used now when it is desired to produce, inexpensively, currents having distinctly larger volume than those afforded by “dry” or “valve” methods. Where comparatively large currents are required, and consequently large electrodes, Tantalum may be replaced advantageously with certain alloys which are, incidentally, a good deal easier to handle. Tantalum is a costly material and, no doubt, in consequence, the custom of using sheet 0.08 mm. thick is widespread. The use of sheet 0.15 mm. thick would well repay the extra expense.

In conclusion, mention should be made of the use of rectified current for the supply to moving coil loud-speakers, and also of the adoption of the electrolytic system to the supply of high voltage anode current for transmission. The latter is a most useful field for experiment, and much hopeful work has already been accomplished.

**Station Layout.**

By J. Burleigh Scott (GW17C).

Awarded First Prize for this subject in the Essay Competition.

Every amateur has somewhere in mind the picture of an ideal station, but there is, and rightly so, a diversity of opinion as to what that ideal should be. If each station was constructed on exactly similar lines to the neighbouring one, there would be no opportunity of showing originality in design; without originality we would be curtailed in our experiments, and many interesting facts one discovers in the ordinary way might never come to light. The writer’s ideal station is one where entire control of all apparatus may be had, without moving from the operator’s seat, the transmitters and receivers being erected permanently and securely, but in such a manner that they are easily accessible should adjustments be necessary. By “permanent” I mean that the sets are sufficiently well made that they can be relied on to work efficiently when next one sits down to the key.

Most amateurs, unless the proud possessors of a shack, must build their apparatus to fit in with domestic arrangements, as is the case at GW17.C, but it is hoped to make clear how a low-power station can be designed to occupy a small space and yet lose no efficiency through overcrowding.

The aerial is a half-wave 45-metre Zeppelin, which gives better results than other Hertz and Marconi aerials tried; it can confidently be recommended. The feeders are brought to a D.P.D.T. switch, one side of which goes to the receiver, the other to another switch of similar pattern. The 45 and 23 metre transmitters both are connected to the second switch, and thus the aerial may be used for either wave at a moment’s notice. Both transmitters are screwed to the walls on either side of a corner of the room. The table is in the angle between the transmitters, and on it lie the receiver, key and log, with the send-receive switch at arm’s length on the right. The transmitters being on the wall, the QSB does not suffer from microphonic noise, as would be the case if the key was on the transmitter bench.

The fields of all apparatus at high frequency are kept at least seven inches from the wall, as unknown and incredible losses may occur if this precaution is not taken. The layout is arranged to keep down undesirable interaction between the fields of components as far as is consistent with short wiring.

The Goyder system of crystal control is used on 45.45 metres, while the 23 metre set is a loose-coupled Hartley, power from both being derived from 220 volt mains and H.T. accumulators.

In neither case is there interference with broadcast reception. On the C.C. set the H.T. positive is broken, with 2 mfd. across the key. On 23 metres the key is in the grid-leak, with a high resistance across it, so that, when the key is up, the QSB is broken up into many weak notes, which do not radiate. Thus there is no spacer, and, incidentally, no chirp, while neither transmitter can be heard in a crystal receiver 15 ft. away.

The modulator is to the left of the 23 metre set,
and, like the actual transmitters, is built into a frame. Underneath is the switchboard, used for changing to telephony, varying the power input, changing wave-length, or switching on the transmitters, all of which may be done from the operator's chair; the change from 45 to 23 metres takes less than 40 seconds.

A slightly modulated DC note is used on 23 metres, and has been found to have better readability than pure DC. The buzzer contact-breaker is connected to a 100-turn high-frequency choke, wound on a 1 in. test tube, and mounted on the frame of the transmitter. A position was found which gave sufficient modulation to take away the dead softness of pure DC. Do not make your note bad ICW, which spreads and causes interference with others! Very slight modulation gives better results, with no QRM!

The 8 metre transmitter is a series-fed Hartley, with which, on an input of 3 watts, some local work of a few miles range has been carried out. The first Inter-GW telephony and CW work was done with GW13D, whose choke-control telephony was as nearly perfect as an amateur could make it. The aerial at 17C is a full-wave 8 metre Zeppelin, the feeders of which are stretched between strips of ebonite on a pole. The set is not permanently mounted like the others, but can be set up in about five minutes.

If one has DC mains in the house, use them for receiver H.T. It is a boon, constant, and not likely to fail. An eliminator, with 10-watt lamps as potential dividers, Ford spark-coils as chokes, and 4 mfd., give perfectly smooth H.T. supply for all receivers at this station, but keep the eliminator some feet, at least, from the receiver.

Jacks are used for the keys, 'phones, H.T. supply, loud-speaker, and in many other places. They permit of rapid changing-over, and look very neat.

The short-wave receiver is a R.F.B., with a variable condenser of 0.00025 mfd. capacity, across the reaction coil. This circuit, after many tests with others, has been found the most flexible, and the easiest completely to remove hand-capacity from, and the results it gives leave the Reimartz receivers that I have heard far behind. To listen on BC or short waves the only switching that is necessary is the aerials, as the two sets have separate H.T. and L.T. supplies.

All QSL cards are stuck to 4-ft. lengths of old wallpaper, and fixed to the wall with drawing-pins. If any change is necessary a few minutes' work will do what would take hours if each card was pinned up separately. In any case, put the cards up straight, not every way, as many photographs of amateur stations show.

I shall conclude by saying that if one builds each piece of apparatus carefully, with as good components as are available, mounted so that the individual parts which go towards making an amateur station can be used again and again with the minimum of trouble, the hobby of short-wave transmission will take a great deal of beating, both from an experimental point of view and also that of making new friends, whom, it is true, one may never shake hands with physically, yet do so regularly through the medium of amateur radio.

Thus GW17C is making many friends, near and distant, and is looking forward to seeing the other operators at some future date.

QSL Section Facilities
By 5AD.

This section is for the use of members only, and it is proposed to place the following regulations before the Convention:—

1. All cards sent in for distribution shall be accompanied by a twopenny stamp, irrespective of the number of cards or their destination.

2. Cards not accompanied by a stamp shall not be forwarded, but returned in one of the sender's envelopes.

3. That envelopes sent in for the forwarding of cards shall not be smaller than 4½ ins. by 6 ins. (This is important, as it saves a considerable amount of time.)

4. In the event of there being no envelopes for a particular member, the cards be filed and a notice sent to him at the end of each month requesting envelopes and a fee of sixpence in stamps.

5. To ensure that this section is used by members only, as far as possible, periodical inquiries will be made as to senders.

6. Non-members sending envelopes for their cards enclose 1d. stamp as fee for each envelope sent.

Now as to how this section is run. At the receipt of each post the cards are sorted into their respective racks. Those for foreign countries are sent off each week. This means every country in the world, except France, with which country an arrangement has been made that the cards are exchanged by hand each month. This saves a considerable amount of postage.

Cards for G members are distributed when there are approximately 200 waiting, as I have found from experience that this is the best scheme, although if a member wants his cards he has only to say so. In the summer, or slack time, this means distribution to G's about every fortnight, but in the busy season about every five days. A word now about the 2d. stamp. It will be realised that if every member can send to every country any number of cards he likes for that one stamp, he saves a lot of spare cash, and also saves the Society a bill of something like £20 a year, which the Society is not in a position to be burdened with.

Several members are good enough to enclose more than one stamp, and if it were not for that the section would not pay for itself, but it is not fair to leave it that way. It must be remembered that postage is not the only expense, good quality envelopes have to be bought to send the foreign cards in.

I do not accept any packet on which excess postage has to be paid. The inland postage rates are: Not over 2 ozs., 1d.; not over 4 ozs., 2d.; and 4d. for each 2 ozs. after.

Trade Notice.

We have received from the Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., an advance list of some of the components they will be exhibiting at the Exhibition. We hope to refer again to some of the items, particularly those adapted to short-wave working, in our next issue.
Calibration Waves.

Calibration waves will be transmitted from 5YK on September 23 as follows:—
13.00 G.M.T., 46 metres (nominal).
13.05 „ 45 „
13.10 „ 44 „
A similar schedule will be transmitted on October 14 at 10.00 G.M.T. The call-is R.S.G.B., DEG5YK, and the exact wavelength announced at each change.
If official permission is obtained, a second schedule will be transmitted on October 14:—
10.20 G.M.T. 7,050 K.C.
10.25 „ 7,250 K.C.
At the end of the first schedule listeners will be told whether to expect the second schedule or not.

NOTICE.

Some difficulty has been experienced latterly in obtaining call-sign brochures, owing to our original firm having gone bankrupt. The Sales Department have now obtained a satisfactory tender, and can execute orders at the old price, 2s. 6d. each. Please send your orders to Headquarters.

Social Notes.

No effort is being spared to make the Third Convention a complete success. Applications for the dinner have come in well—the cost is five shillings. This function will be informal throughout, and we hope that our provincial friends will return to their homes feeling that London can still lead the way socially.

Our appeal for photographs has been most gratifying, and we thank all those who have obliged, but we can still find room for a few more on the Olympia stand, so hurry along all those who have a photo and let us see your hook up.

It has been very pleasing to meet the various foreign and Colonial amateurs who have been in London recently, and we again draw the attention of all visitors to our country to our invitations to get in touch with us on their arrival.

The following has been received from 5MU:—
"Whilst testing on 45 metres during the afternoon of July 17 I was asked by 22C to QSR a message of greetings to the London Area Hamfest from 2WR and 2CX, who were in Jersey."
"I QSR'd this to 5BZ, who QSR'd it to GC5JB, who sent it to GC6KO, and good old 6KO sent it to P1BX, who put it on to 5BZ again!"—but 5BZ was now on 23 and the time four hours advanced.
"I don't know how much further the message got, but I mention this case because for over two hours I had tried to raise a London station before I gave it to 5BZ. During that time no Londoner was heard.
We thank all those in the chain for their help, but we did not get the message!"

J. CLARRICOATS, Chairman Social Committee.

Contact Bureau.

By GI6YW

Despite the holiday season, the number of new members of C.B. is quite up to normal, and I have to report the enrollment of the following:—G2SC, G6CI, G5ML, G0AT, G2HJ, G5YK, G6XP, G5WE, GW17C, G2BQK, BRS142. This brings our total membership to 114.
Group 1B on 10- and 8-metre work has been completed, and has commenced work. It consists of SSY (Centre), 6RB, 6OH, 6PI, 5VL, and 6LL. SSY has drawn up a fine scheme of operations, which includes co-operation with Group 1A, and I expect much from these two groups.
5YK will be Centre for Group 1c (8- and 10-metre work), and this Group is being formed at the moment of writing.
5UW's Group on "Herz aerials" is almost completed, and I hope to have definite news of its composition for next month's Notes.
6XP has been finding many snags in crystal control, but after trying several circuits he found the one shown to be absolutely stable. He writes: "That by keying the H.T. to the PA, one gets rid of the crystal oscillator's carrier wave. Thus one gets a plain marking wave and nothing else."
He would like to have the ideas of others on this subject.
These Notes will appear too late to inform members of 5UW's tests from a motor cruiser on the Norfolk Broads, but I would ask anyone who received XG5UW to send him a report.
GW17C send (two ops!) me some further experiences on the subject of "threshold howl" (referred to below as T.H.). Their receiver is a Reinartz plus one stage L.F. PM2 valves are used, and no attempt has been made to reduce T.H. by changing valves as signal strength suffered by the use of other 2-volt valves. H.F. chokes, 100 turns on a 1-in. test tube and spaced 1/16 in. or less, in each phone lead cut out T.H. on 25 metres and below if the howl was caused by "flat" L.T. But H.F. chokes in phone leads on 45 metres caused fierce T.H.
H.F. chokes in H.T. battery leads may reduce T.H., and these leads should be as short as possible or "blind spots" may be produced and bad T.H. Low values of H.T. did not necessarily prove effective in reducing T.H., but a 2 mfd. condenser across H.T. terminals of set (not across battery, but across battery and leads) was very effective.
A 000.3 mfd. condenser and upwards across primary of L.F. transformer may produce, or may cure, T.H. On 23 metres this condenser eliminates hand capacity from tuning dials, but reduces signal strength somewhat, but not seriously.
17C suggests that a "blind spot" about 33.5 metres may give 2BWB his T.H. on 31 to 36 metres, and thinks that looser coupling would eliminate T.H. Possibly a "blind spot" caused by a defective H.F. choke will have the same effect. A variable grid-leak is always used at 17C, and they have never had a noisy one (I could supply one—GI6YW). They recommend a Lissen, and say that a high value reduces T.H.
Again a cheap transformer is recommended, and that the RX should be well separated from the TX. If too near, the circuits in the TX may produce
absorption, and consequently “blind spots” and T.H.

In one case, not at 17C, the reduction of grid-bias on the L.F. valve actually cured T.H., but this was ineffective at 17C!

The ripple from a home-made H.T. eliminator is often a source of T.H. trouble.

To what is the trouble really due? I want a Group or two to work on T.H., and give us some definite solution, if that is possible, and I think it is. Send your names on “plain post cards to reach me not later than first post on Mon”.—sorry Uncle André—as you were, OM’s—let me have the names for a Group or two and any further information you have on the subject.

5WF hopes to be making regular and frequent transmissions on 8 metres from the middle of September, and promises an article on his receiver which, it is claimed, received efficiently all waves from 5 to 5,000 metres. I should like to draw attention to an article on the effect of the atmosphere on short waves, which appears in the June issue of “CQ” (the D.F.T.V. journal) from the pen of Dr. Karl Stoye.

I want to thank the numerous members who have been so kind as to send their congratulations and good wishes to C.B. during the past few months, as I have not been able to send a personal reply in every case. The present state of C.B. is very encouraging, and I believe the members will have an opportunity at Convention of stating their views on some matters pertaining to C.B. I hope that these matters will receive their careful consideration, and that the result will be for the good of C.B. and experimental work generally.

Extract from “Letter-Budget” of Group 1A.

Ultra S/W tests were carried out between members of Groups 1A and 1B and the Army signals, with, apparently, negative results. BRS26, after exhaustive tests, finds a Cleartron 215 valve best for 10-metre reception. 6DH has confirmation of hearing NU2BGC on 10 metres, and 6DH is now transmitting on 8 metres. A12KT, at present in England, is associating with Group 1A.

Extracts from “Letter-Budget” of Group 1B:

Listen on this band for members of this Group at 23.00 B.S.T. every night. SSY found a split Colpitts very efficient on 10 metres, as well as on 45 and 25 metres; the same transmitter being used on all three bands. He was least satisfied with an ultra-Audion circuit. His receiver, shown in sketch, oscillates smoothly down to 61/2 metres and up to 70 metres, and this with ordinary 4-pin valves, but less than 6 ins. of connecting wire in the grid circuit.

6LL uses a TPTG on this band, so that it may be developed into an amplifier for crystal control. He uses a Marconi S.W. D.E.T. I valve and likes it. His DX is R7-8 P.D.C. at 14 miles across “thickest” part of London. He found it impossible to neutralise transmitter for use as P.A., but is experimenting with some success on a circuit devised by 5YK for P.A. 6LL uses his normal receiver with smaller coils. 6P found a split Colpitts’ circuit superior to the T.P.T.G. on 10 metres, and is using 1/2 wave vertical aerial. He has had threshold howl on 10 metres, but, after unsuccessfully trying all known remedies, found that 13 volts negative bias on the L.F. amplifier cured it (see previous T.H. notes 11–6YW).

BRS98 has heard three Yanks on 10 metres.

6OH finds that his T.P.T.G. goes down easily, and is considering directional aerials capable of giving any required variation of directional effect.

5VL has a S/W superhet going on this wave.

The Group Centre (5SY) is to be congratulated on such a fine Budget, and I hope to see more “dope” about these circuits in their next.

N.B.—Where mention is made in these Notes to “10-metre” work, the 8-metre band is included in this title, and the expression is used merely for convenience. This position will rectify itself in the near future.

More members are wanted for 10-metre Groups.

Membership.

NEW MEMBERS.

L. H. SHERSBY, 41, Reverdy Road, S.E.
R. W. B. HENDERSON (Associate), 59, Canning Road, Highbury, N.5.
G. T. HOYES (Associate), 71a, Elsham Road, W14.
T. A. WHITELEY (6QA), 13, Haslam Street, Rochdale, Lancs.
A. L. F. Clare (2BCM), 15, Macmillan Street, Rochdale, Lancs.
S. A. Acarnley, 308, Archway Road, Highgate, N.6.
F. F. Warner (2RA), "Northdene," High Lane, near Stockport.
Capt. F. C. Booty, Westholme, Caister-on-Sea, Norfolk.
A. C. Edwards (6XJ), 60-62, Wellhead Lane, Perry Bar, Birmingham.
W. Lee (Associate), Minoco Wharf, Silvertown, E.16.
J. A. Swanson (NUS1PM), 7,103, Friet Street, New Orleans.

Resignations.

P. J. Blackwood, 14, Shakespeare Terrace, Canterbury.

BRS Numbers Issued.

177.—L. H. Shersby, 41, Reverdy Road, S.E.
178.—S. A. Acarnley, 308, Archway Road, N.6.
179.—G. O. Kollien, Berrynkowe, Blackhall, Midlothian.

BRS Numbers Relinquished.
88.—C. C. Mortimer (now 2AJT), 58, London Road, Bromley, Kent.
150.—K. C. Radburn (now 2ABA), 67, London Avenue, Radford, Coventry.

Notes and News from the British Isles.

NOTICE TO AREA MANAGERS.

Area Managers may appoint an independent representative in the London Area to attend meetings of the Committee and to vote on their behalf. A letter appointing a member to the purpose mentioned shall be addressed to the Hon. Secretary informing him of the appointment.

Members appointed by Area Managers for this purpose shall not already be serving on the Committee as Representative Members.

London Area.
Manager (Pro tem) : J. Clarricoats (6CL).

Owing to the unexpected resignation of Mr. Exeter, I have been asked by the Committee to act as London Area Manager until such time as an election occurs.

I shall be glad if all West London Area members will report direct to me for the present. My invitation to North London stations, particulars of which appear in my Northern Divisions notes, is extended to all other London Divisions.

Northern Division.
By 6CL.

Reports by 20th please.

Vacations have taken most of us from the key, and, as a result, reports are scarce. However, by the time these notes appear the DX-CB season will be commencing, and maybe the two hundred odd stations in the area will be preparing for a fresh attack on the problems of amateur radio, and will have something to tell the world.

With the coming of autumn we look forward to a revival of station visits. It has been suggested that a tour of North London stations be made this winter. If the idea is favourable a rota will be prepared of stations to be visited.

As a start I shall be pleased to welcome North London members at my station on Thursday, October 11.

Please drop a card or telephone me (Finchley 5612) if you are coming.

Reports are as follows:

5UM writes from "somewhere in France" and says that DX has been very good on 150-200 metres. He has been listening an amateur-owned aerial on the transmitter with 5 watts input.

6FP reports bad conditions generally, but notes a certain improvement over previous month. He has been testing crystal control, and has had good local reports. Most of his reports fail to give "T9," but this is due, he thinks, to the absence of a spacer.

5QF has been QSO Russia again on 45, but reports conditions poor on this wave and SB. He has also visited here with his 300 volts of Perkixx batteries, which have been in use at 6CL and 5QF.

5CD has no actual DX, but has been experimenting with crystal, which is now satisfactory. Some local 150-metre fone work was done, but 45 was found to be very poor.

5FH is a new station in the area and hopes to be in action shortly.

5PN has had several European QSO's, but no DX. There are promises of television experiments here.

2TA has come to light again! Very pleased to hear that he is contemplating starting up again. This will swish. One hundred watts on 23 and 45 is some start.

5HS writes from Harrogate, where he is station visiting, and, we presume, taking the waters. He has worked all sorts of places thousands of miles away.

5AD and 5KU, we believe, still owned by Messrs. King and Pollock.

5GU has been QRT most of the month, but wants schedules on 22 metres, from 0830 to 1130 G.M.T. daily.

6CL has now settled at his new QRA, and between station building and house furnishing has welcomed D7MT again prior to his departure for Canada. D7GB, NOKI and KB7A have also visited here, whilst preparations are going ahead for the Ham Party on Covention Sunday. A new transmitter and receiver have been built with the assistance of 2CB and 5QF (one advancing to being an Area Manager?). Valve base coils have been tested and a coupling device constructed (see article).

Southern Division.
By 6PG.

6XP sends his first report this month. Most of his work has been experiments with C.C on 45 metres, and with 10 watts results have been fairly satisfactory. Conditions have been bad, but appear to be improving, and he hopes to have the Xtal going on 29 metres shortly.

6HP reports conditions to be hopeless, with nothing but a schedule with his RS every Sunday. Being received R9, PE1ES was worked R9, also EUL5K (R5) and a few near NU's.

2CX and 2WR have just started up again after spending a most enjoyable time in Jersey, for which they would like to thank the Island hams.

2AI has been experimenting on the effect of QSB on DX, and also with a baselens valve, to see if there is any difference on 46 metres. EA has been added to his list.

2BC reports a few local Europeans. He was on holiday at the beginning of the month, and had a most interesting visit to 5JQ and 5YR, whom he wishes to thank for their hospitality.

2NH has spent most of the month visiting stations with NC4HM and NU111. Most of the usual DX stations have been worked on 23 metres, and some experimental Xtal work done as well.

6WY has rebuilt, using valve R.A.C, with good results. OAHG gave R3-4 on 23, and SB has been worked. He only requires Asia for WAC.

6CB-GLT has completely rebuilt a 1929 (QST) and raised NU first go. FK4MS reported R5 plus, and he has also been heard in NU. Xtal control is going on 45, but not yet on 23. BR8SS is now 2AJT, so is busy getting his gear together.

5BQ has done little, being on holiday. He has a sked with FE1R.

8PG has still the shutters up, though fairly active behind the scenes in preparation for the new shack—already on the way.

Channel Islands.
By 6Z2C.

No report has been sent in during the past few months, owing to the lack of interesting matter.

5WZ and 60X are inoperative. 5GW is still away, but reports really good reception of the B.B.C. short-wave station at Malta, where he says it comes in at good strength, with no fading.

6HZ has been having trouble with BCL's, and so has stopped work, but as he is moving his QRA almost immediately, he hopes to be on the air again shortly at the new address.

6PU has been doing a little work on both 45 and 23 metres, but has nothing outstanding to report.
Northern Area.

Area Manager: S. R. WRIGHT (2DR).

Yorkshire.

By 2DR.

600 has had a slack month, but has worked some interesting Continental stations. Poland was worked on 4 watts crystal controlled, 44-75 m. An interesting visitor during the month was NU1BMS, who happened to put in Hull on the Cadet ship Nantucket.

BRS164 reports QRN, especially after 21.00 B.S.T. A few SB's have been heard, and FK4MS was heard on 20 m. 5VY has done a lot of work on 80 and 40 m, and on 10 6 watts there were a lot of successful contacts, but only one station who came back.

By 2MR.

5VY has had a slack month, and has worked some interesting Continental stations. Poland was worked on 4 watts crystal controlled, 44-75 m. An interesting visitor during the month was NU1BMS, who happened to put in Hull on the Cadet ship Nantucket.

BRS164 reports QRN, especially after 21.00 B.S.T. A few SB's have been heard, and FK4MS was heard on 20 m. 5VY has done a lot of work on 80 and 40 m, and on 10 6 watts there were a lot of successful contacts, but only one station who came back.

By OMN.

5VU reports working MBSAZ on 45 m., and has three schedules running. Another station getting ready for 10 metre work.

5LT sends a good report of QRK work, both on C.W. and 'phone, which included break in work. He wants to know where all the Sheffield hams have gone to, as there are 17 licenced, but none on the air! The power used on the above tests was around 1-5 watts.

Notes, Derby and Lines.

By OMN.

5VU reports working MBSAZ on 45 m., and has three schedules running. Another station getting ready for 10 metre work.

5LT sends a good report of QRK work, both on C.W. and 'phone, which included break in work. He wants to know where all the Sheffield hams have gone to, as there are 17 licenced, but none on the air! The power used on the above tests was around 1-5 watts.

Norfolk.

By 26A.

5UF has put up a half wave 6JV aerial and is getting better reports from Europe on 40 metres. Using 7 watts to an LSo has been QSO with most of Europe during the last two weeks of July. R6 to R8, and also worked NE-SEF is Labrador. Aerial experiments are continuing.

6JV, it is believed, has not been on the air owing to holiday QRN. Rumour has it that at the hour of decoration scheme he reached the ground floor, he has been expelled from Eden; and that, in consequence, a shack will arise in a less disturbed corner of the estate.

26A has happily escaped from the realms of surgical tortures, and is just strong enough to wield a soldering iron again. He had the great pleasure of a visit from 5YX, from whom much valuable information was painlessly extracted. He (26A)'s experiments with a series-tuned receiver which appears promising if some form of resistance-controlled reaction can be incorporated, as capacity control of this kind is rather the signal on the tuning condenser. Some low loss small field coils (not on valve bases) are being evolved in conjunction with it.

Mid-Britain (East).

Manager: H. J. B. HAMPTON (6JVR).

It was, of course, no small disappointment, both to 2XV and myself, that the Conventionette had to be abandoned for no other reason than lack of support. Conditions are, however, very different from those existing last year, and perhaps it is scarcely to be expected that an adequate gathering could have been arranged from so small an area as ours has since become.

This failure seems to me to raise the whole question of area districting, and, if there is no alternative but the present system, whose inception was due, in the first instance, to a grouping of counties round individuals which had offered their assistance to help the Amateur to become familiar with the present system, it seems to me that the amateurs now resident in the area should press for the abandonment of my area system and instead adopt a geographical and numerical expedience. Perhaps we may have an opportunity of discussing this important aspect of our organisation at the Convention next month?

It is not to avoid a misunderstanding of these remarks, I would like to add that, in my opinion, the very best possible was done at the time the area scheme was initiated, and having regard to the existing conditions in those early days, and I am only making so bold as to suggest that our progress has since outdistanced our organisation, and that the time has come to reconsider the matter.

Our reports would make a sorry sight without those two workers, 2XV and 6JVR, to indicate the fact that control telephony; he also uses his H.T. accumulators for both bias on transmitter and H.T. on receiver (ware doing this, OMN, until you have checked earthing systems if you want to get into trouble). 6CR has been receiving for some months, and is a regular visitor to the station, and was much amused by the aerial switch countermeter which consists of an old DET suspended by string. (It is noted that 5YX's operating table is not understood.)

5CR has been doing a little DX on his M.O.P.A. set with about 8 watts, and has nearly got his C.C. outfit completed; he has definitely scrapped his 75 watt B.W.B. he (26A) has got this month is about 15 local Yanks on 23 metres, some interesting telephony tests on 23 metres QRP have been worked in conjunction with 6CR, using choke control.

Cambridge.

By 2XV.

5YX has re-made his C.C. outfit in an economic manner by using jacks in each H.T. circuit whereby the one and only milli-ammeter may be inserted in each stage of tuning; this also forms a convenient place to put in the relay for the control telephony; he also uses his H.T. accumulators for both bias on transmitter and H.T. on receiver (ware doing this, OMN, until you have checked earthing systems if you want to get into trouble). 6CR has been receiving for some months, and is a regular visitor to the station, and was much amused by the aerial switch countermeter which consists of an old DET suspended by string. (It is noted that 5YX's operating table is not understood.)

6CR has been doing a little DX on his M.O.P.A. set with about 8 watts, and has nearly got his C.C. outfit completed; he has definitely scrapped his 75 watt B.W.B. he (26A) has got this month is about 15 local Yanks on 23 metres, some interesting telephony tests on 23 metres QRP have been worked in conjunction with 6CR, using choke control.

NORFOLK.

By 26A.

5UF has put up a half wave 6JX aerial and is getting better reports from Europe on 40 metres. Using 7 watts to an LSo has been QSO with most of Europe during the last two weeks of July. R6 to R8, and also worked NE-SEF is Labrador. Aerial experiments are continuing.

6JX, it is believed, has not been on the air owing to holiday QRN. Rumour has it that at the hour of decoration scheme he reached the ground floor, he has been expelled from Eden; and that, in consequence, a shack will arise in a less disturbed corner of the estate.

26A has happily escaped from the realms of surgical tortures, and is just strong enough to wield a soldering iron again. He had the great pleasure of a visit from 5YX, from whom much valuable information was painlessly extracted. He (26A)'s experiments with a series-tuned receiver which appears promising if some form of resistance-controlled reaction can be incorporated, as capacity control of this kind is rather the signal on the tuning condenser. Some low loss small field coils (not on valve bases) are being evolved in conjunction with it.

Mid-Britain (West).

Area Manager: D. P. BAKER (200).

I am afraid that holiday QRN has seriously affected the number of reports for this month, but one very interesting event stands out, viz., 5UV's work on the Norfolk Broads. This, I think shows what can be done with low power and an aerial only a few feet high.

5UV has been up on the 45 metre wave-band for the first time after leaving it for about twelve months, and feel now that we shall have to put our wave-metres in good order when the new wave-lengths come into force, as the signals will be cut down in all round the dial at the present moment is simply astounding.

I am looking forward with pleasure to meeting a large number of the members from this area at the Convention.

September, 1928.
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STAFFORDSHIRE.

Bulletin reports via 5UW.

The appeal to the County of last month, to inform 5UW of individual activities of members seems to have fallen on barren ground, as only the staunch veteran 6SO has forwarded a report, but 6SO never misses in this respect, it is presumed that the rest of the county have not yet read last month’s copy of the Bulletin. So again, OM’s, drop a card as soon as you read this to 5UW, and let him know what you are doing, or contemplating doing, for inclusion with next month’s reports, and while you are on the job, please mention if you intend to join up with a party that is going to be formed to visit the County for the Autumn, on September 28. Please do not forget, or overlook the 10th of each month.

5UW, GX5UW, on board the M.I. "Alastair," and holidays have evidently kept 5UW very much occupied during the past month. The portable tests were, taken all around, a real success, and will form the basis of an article for the Bulletin at a later date. Apologies are extended to 5YX, 6BB, 5UF for the inability of GX5UW to enjoy reading the schedules from the farfetched town who sent them, QRM straightening things up on the permanent set, and QSO with NU on 28 metres. Preparations are on hand to rebuild the TX in preparation for the new wave bands, and a new circuit will be tried out which may be termed an MO-Rellex-Mensy with capacity aerial coupling.

5SO reports no great DX, but has good phone reports with 6 watts in operation, is reported pure D.C. Has also been carrying out WX observations with 5PH.

2QG has gone up to 45 metres again and reports fairly good results, although QRM is bad. He hopes to be down on 25 metres again shortly.

WARWICKSHIRE.

Reports to 6CC.

2AK has been building a new short-wave receiver.

2CV has been with 2BG, 2BO, 2BN’s, GW2, M’s, and K’s on 45 metres, using 8.5 watts; but cannot raise EA or EI. Why? On July 28 this station worked 7VK, but prefix unknown. Hopes it was either AI or OA. This also on 8.3 watts.

6CC has decided to keep the station in order.

6CI is testing crystal control on 45 metres and doing a little DX with 20 metres NUs.

6UJ is starting up on 45 metres for C.W. and phone. A receiver with a new circuit (screened grid and pentode) is in use and giving excellent results.

2AI is still alive; now attempting WAC on 5 watts after doing it on 20 watts. So far NU, A and E worked on 45 and 25 metres. The aerial system is being excited by “brute force.”

BRST is cleaning up the shack for the 9 and 10 metres.

Welcome to “Slade Radio,” and Erdington Club. Also to 5VM, of Moseley. Hope to hear from you next month, OM. Station visits. 66J to 6CC; 6YD to 22W.

Please let 66C have reports by September 10 for the next issue.

**South Western Area.**

Manager: G. Courtenay Price (20P).

As one might reasonably expect, most stations are apparently closed down.

5VL amongst others, is running skeds with FK4MS.

6ZK finds conditions on 45 metres very bad. Wants to know what has happened to the 90-metre gang; also who is XNUYEFFF? 20P is away on military training and will not re-open except a few isolated moments in October.

2AGG is still in the depths of his Igranic S.W. receiver, which is bringing in all NU districts in good style.

2WZ: A welcome newcomer. Is very QRV in summer, but hopes to be on the air shortly.

**Scottish Area.**

(By 5YG)

Manager: J. Wylie (5YG).

Reports for July produce very little of real interest, and these appears to have been little or no activity in the Area.

I should like to sound a warning, however, to the stations I have the honour to represent. I have been privileged to have the perval for the past few weeks, several of these letters received by several of our stations with regard to the new amateur frequencies. These in an uncertain manner make clear our obligations relative to the privilege of operating in the frequencies assigned to us. A steady wave is to be insisted upon—and rightly so, too—and there is absolutely no doubt that this practically places an embargo on a great many of us. The licensed club has a right to its existence.

Further, the G.P.O. definitely insists upon accurate frequency measuring instruments, preferably of the piezo-electric type, and therefore any frequencies found in the area possessing apparatus of this nature, or indeed any which will come up to the new requirements of the G.P.O.

It is perfectly clear that we shall have to “set our house in order,” and the quicker we go about it the less grief for ourselves.

Those who are unable to face crystal control, I would strongly advise to investigate the M.O.P.A. circuit, which is comparatively easy to handle, entails the use of only one additional valve, and properly handled with a good plate supply, compares very favourably with crystal control. If you are interested, and you will have to be, 5WZ will be very pleased to supply any of your details regarding this circuit with which he has considerable experience.

A new station has started up in No. 3 District. The call sign is 5GR, the station being owned by Mr. W. Gibbs, 301, High Street, Kirkdale, Fifehire.

I have to mention with pleasure a visit from G1SWD and GBMO.

No. 1 District.

(2QW)

2MA has worked all Britain with one watt input and not a few stations with point one of a watt. He is in difficulty with regard to plate supply as there are no electric mains at his QRA.

2MA is present on all bands in New York and Brazil ports. Is always on the look-out for “G” stations, and will QSL. He will be in this locality for about a year.

4W2: Nothing done at own station, but assisting 5YG to rebuild for C.C.

5YG—Station QRT for rebuilding.

6W2 has had a short-wave transceiver with a new type of directional Hertz aerial (sorry cannot produce sketch in these notes, OM: why not a special article—5YG). Work has been done on the RX with a view to making it “QTH.” 5YG now has 6000 to 7000 watts output, it has not yet got below 7 metres. 5R reports have been received from USA. When the special aerial (mentioned above) was in use.

No. 2 District.

(6B0Z)

6VO reports unauthorised use of his call-sign, and would welcome any information regarding the offender. 6VO is meantime QRT.

2BQK has lodged his application for a radiating permit. He has no more on his station in order at his new QRA, but has nothing of interest to report except bad radio conditions.

No. 3 District.

(6KQ)

BRS06 and BRS168 keep in touch, but have nothing special to report.

6KO reports QWR business, but a start has been made to qualify TX and RX for the new amateur conditions.

No. 4 District.

(5J)

6QF has just obtained his radiating permit, but has not done much on holidays. He uses a Mullard PM2 as oscillator, and derives his H.T. supply from accumulators.

6TU has built a new T.P. T.G. transmitter and is getting good results. He is negotiating with the F.M.G. for use of certain of the narrow wavelengths. A complete change of aerial system is contemplated.

5JB has just completed a new "push-pull" transmitter on the T.P. T.G. principle and has had fairly good results. He uses 6TU’s input to two D.E. 5’s. He would welcome collaboration with anyone who is using, or who has used a similar type of circuit. At present on holiday, he has visited 20P and 6UG.

**Southern Area.**

Representative: BY2ABK.

Again I am afraid the Southern Notes will not take up much room, and if you haven’t sent up your reports, OM’s, it’s up to you to see that there were more reports next month.

Now I have a RX, and I hear bags of Southern hams on the air on various bands; just let us know what’s doing, as I daresay you enjoy reading the schedules from the farther districts who do send them. 5LU, despite tennis and boating QRM, has found time for radio, and gets consistent 3A reports from all Europe, and using a home crystal for C.C.

6FT is carrying out tests with observations on static, and with the help of 2MJ expects to soon have done for "Bull." 2MI reports nothing much doing recently, but still putting out a good signal on 180c. 

2MI is getting out well from his new QRA near Sittingbourne. 2AFG is on holiday in Algy Choin, France.

2YES sends a report of stationary list. (I’m sorry I mislaid your card last month, OM.) Has rebuilt shack at foot of 46-ft. steel mast, and also has had his wave-meter calibrated by 6DB. 2BH has got his new aerial on 172 metres, and QSO’s before going for his vacation in France. He is troubled with intermittent QSSS in his sigs. Please send him your IARU reports, OM.

6NZ says things are going strong. H.T. problems now settled by a Newton D.C. motor and generator, and gets C.C. reports on two transmitters.

2LZ has been very active of late, and has QSO NU1, 2 and 8. Also NC, 6Z, SB, 6A, and SC, and several QSO’s of with OZ6AM and OH1SHG with C.C. transmitter on 32 metres and push-pull circuit on 32 ex 75 C.C. Has 40 ex 75 C.C.

5QK (Op, 2ABK) the Southend Radio Society’s portable, has been in action almost every week-end on 180 metres, and a very successful field day was held on July 22. Phone being exchanged with 2MI Broadstairs on a 9-ft. h.gh Electron aerial (QRB40). He wants a schedule before 08.00 B.S.T. on 150-200 metres, as other times gives bad QRM.
Northern Ireland.
Manager: G1MU.

As these notes are being written about a week before the usual date the A.M. offers his apologies to any stations whose reports have not been included on that occasion.

The past month has been one of holidays or reconstruction for many and the G1 ether has been exceptionally undisturbed. There has been, on the average, an improvement in day-light working conditions with the exception in the strength of the signal on the 4R line for the time of year atmospherics have not been very bad. Conditions have however been erratic, particularly on Sunday, August 5, when it was quite difficult to get any signal at all from Glasgow.

We have no reports from the usual QSA English stations.

I have to record a visit from G5JA who spent a few days in Belfast recently and visited several G1 stations. It was a great pleasure to meet such an enthusiastic amateur as Mr. Porter, and we hope he will be able to see more of the G1 country and stations when he visits us next.

6MG has just completed the installation of his new M.G. set which is very F.B.

6WG is believed to be working occasionally.

6HN has been calling on some of the A.M. stations in his station which is at the moment ultra QRP. The A.M. was very pleased to receive a visit from him recently.

6IX is working occasionally and is understood to have been doing some bench tests.

6MU has started his rebuilding programme with a universal mixer including a Hartley F.E.E., and a pair of 45-metre transmitters. He is about to leave on a three-weeks' holiday.

5WD and 5MC visited the new 6ME's Glasgow transmitters for entertaining them when visiting Glasgow last month.

Notes and News from British Dominions.

Irish Free State.

BY COL. DENNIS (GW11B).

Holidays and fine weather have again been responsible for the absence of reports in this Area, and I have only received two, or rather one and a half as 1JD's was received indirectly through 1TC, who never fails me.

17C has been away a good deal and has only worked occasionally on 9 metres, using 2AM and 1AM, with inputs of 3.5 and 0.5 watts. On the higher input, using C.C. (exact wavelength 45.45 metres), he has worked EU, Moscow, and Crimea, R7 and R4 respectively on 9 metres. On 6 metres he worked Munchen Club, and R8. With 5 watts he has worked all parts of England as well as FAEWOZ. He is easily our QRP star.

13D with input of 4 to 6 watts has worked EG, EF and ED 'phlegm' and EU on 2G CW. 13D has not been able to be much on the air. On 45 metres with 6.7 watts he has had only European "DX", the best being ES5NL. He received a welcome visit from 6JW with whom he has a most delightful time, though 6JW could only spare one day from his other engagements, and got a number of useful "tips" and ideas from him, especially on the subject of aerials. As 11B is in the position of a rather lonely outpost he was inclined to get into a groove, and the visit has therefore done him a lot of good. He hopes that it may soon be repeated.

Also that any other ham who may find himself in a position to visit him will send a postcard, as he will be made very welcome.

South Africa.

By G. L. LIVESSEY (FOSRB).

Union of South Africa.

(South African Time is 2 hours ahead of G.M.T.)

Last month, May, the G.R.C. launched into production of a monthly magazine—"Q.T.C." This is a very nice little publication, and very much akin to our Bulletin, both in subject matter and size.

This supersedes the typewritten sheets which have been previously issued to all members of the League—once a fortnight. All membership should be signed on the electrical side of the forms.

A.M. is gratifying: among others occupying whole and half pages are the General Electric Co., Phillips's valves, Telefunken valves, and Mullard's.

Division 5—Natal.

It has been suggested by AGN that, as inter-provincial communication is almost impossible after dark on the 35-40 metre band, and will be more so during the winter months following, hams should go up to the 80-metre band, this being satisfactory for local working.

OA, SD, EF, and Africa are all subject to severe, or complete, wipe-out now.

Division 6—Johannesburg, Transvaal.

A4E has reported that reception during May was very good. Johannesburgh East and West, and U.S.A. QSO'd on 32-40 metres. Indian 2KW comes over R4 every Sunday at 1400 G.M.T., and was worked by ATL.

JU9XW was worked at 1400 G.M.T., and ODIJR at 1600 and 1700. NU strong from 1400 to 1515 G.M.T.

EG, EF, NU, and A1 were heard on 20-metre band, signals very strong. OA right off the map.

After 6.15 p.m., the Transvaal coast stations are wiped out.

AG6 is working fine, crystal controlled, on 33.8 metres. A6R has heard ARSA03 Radio Laboratory, Universite, Vladi-

Notes and News from British Dominions.

Tanganyika Territory (Dar-Es-Salaam).

Please listen for Omnibus Amateur Radio; call G4L, perhaps 3DSM, on short waves during the next few days. It is said they are installing a 1/kw. experimental transmitter for working between 15 and 18 metres.

If you hear this any time, QSL to T. W. Storm, Wireless Station, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanganyika Territory, B.E.A.

GZ1 at present using a small 60-kw broadcast/c.w. Morse set on 350 to 450 metres; speech from this set has been received R4 during daylight, in Mombasa.

The station also transmits C.W. on 2000-2400 metres, and 600 metres, with ship's call.

Southern Rhodesia.

No reports from Southern Rhodesia. I think, however, that you may expect to hear 1SR, 4SR, and 6SR fairly regularly. Their best band is probably 80 metres. The weather from May to September is our winter. Clouds are almost entirely absent from the sky, static has calmed down to reasonable limits. There are severe frosts at night; recently I was told that 12 degrees of frost were registered in Bulawayo. The temperature by day averages 70° Fahr. Prevailing S.E. wind—very dry. In October, when the rains begin, the whole atmosphere is reeking with electricity. One's hair sparks and crackles at the least provocation.

I discovered one amusing proof of the high state of tension which the atmosphere is subject to, when blotting writing paper and envelopes last night. I noticed that paper I had rubbed them rather vigorously on my blotting paper, they always stuck to it, and had to be pulled up and away from it. One day I picked up my envelope which had been rubbed and touched my ear with it; a strong crackling discharge from the envelope to the ear explained the phenomenon at once. In the electrically charged atmosphere, the static charge was discharged through the strong static charge on a suitable body, which then discharged itself.

It is a simple enough thing, but struck me as worth retaining.

North African stations are working on 350 to 450, 2000-2400, and 600 metres, with ship's call.

Change of QRA:

FOSRB has left Rhodesia now, is Rev. B. J. Whitecliffe, St. Aidan's College, Grahamstown.
Notes and News from Europe.

Estonia.
By E73CX.

Short wave progress in Estonia is very slow because there are only one or two active stations. Even the P.O. has only one QRP experimental transmitter. The first Estonian station was 3CX (ex LKH), which has been in existence since 1906. The operator was at first chiefly concerned with the construction of small portable sets for military purposes, and only started DX work at the end of last year. With inputs up to 10 watts, practically all Europe and also AS and AG have been worked. 3CX is handicapped by a bad aerial, but hopes to erect a better one for the coming winter.

Would be glad if the following stations would answer his cards: 7MD, 7LY, 7PZ, 7OM, 7LX, 7GH, 7XU, 7CG, 7AH, 7AG, 7NA, 7CHR, G5HJ, G5FP, and E9OCX.
3XY, 3AZ, 3OW, 3LW, and 3BY are all more or less active, and ask for reports from B.R.S. stations.

Germany.
By E. REIPFEN.

During July reception was marred by strong QRN, but in spite of this, some of our stations worked several countries outside Europe. The 40-metre band was chiefly used, as European amateurs do not seem inclined to use 80 metres for inter-European QSO’s. The best waves for DX are undoubtedly 80 and 20 metres, and many German amateurs have been using the latter extensively during the summer. 4ABN has worked several NU and SU stations with 40 watts input and 4CB managed to connect with QZ, despite an unfavourable location. All amateurs are looking forward to the good DX conditions which may be expected during the coming autumn and winter, and several ER’s will be operating on 80 and 20 metres with QSO. It is also to be hoped that licences will at last be issued to private individuals, when a large increase in the number of ER stations on the air may be looked for. Following on the pioneer work of Prof. Esoon, of Jena, on wave-lengths of the order of 3 metres, many amateurs have built apparatus for these ultra short waves, and, no doubt, regular experiments will be carried out this winter. The 10-metre band, so popular in America just now, has no habities in this country.

Holland.
Due to the summer holidays and bad QRN, activities during July fell off considerably in this country. Conditions for DX also proved bad, especially on 20 metres: 30 metres was good, on some nights. It was on this latter wave that the few Trans-Atlantic contacts were made. South American amateurs are the only ones still regularly heard. North America comes in very seldom, and then only at very poor strength. European contacts on 40 metres were very unreliable, although some good nights for low power working were noticed.

The most active transmitters with moderate power were OBC and OCX. The latter succeeded in working the Argentine and Brazil several times with an input of 12 watts.

Some of us have started 10-metre work. It seems that OCX is the only Dutchman who joined the International 10-metre Party, and up to now twenty reports have been received on his tests.

The many registered receiving stations are still very active, several of them specializing in amateur short-wave phone, and as a result of this, much fine phone DX is reported.

Norway.
The Norwegian amateurs have recently formed their own organisation, which will be known as the Norwegian Radio Relay League. (N.R.R.L.). The League will undertake all work in connection with tests, and will represent the Norwegian amateurs in national and international matters.

The President is L. Sallesath, and the Vice-President G. H. Petersen, whilst Captain Gottwald (the operator of the airship “Norge” during her Polar flight) and Olav Moe (editor of the well-known paper “Norsk Radio”) are members of the board.

All correspondence and QSL cards for Norwegian amateurs may be sent via N.R.R.L., the address being: “Norsk Radio,” I Oslo, or to Radio Last, L. Sola, Salseth Vakkelen, per Oslo.

Messrs. Lectro Linx inform us that their new season’s catalogue is now available, and that copies may be obtained from them upon request.

QRA Section.
Manager: M. W. PILPEL (G6PP), 54, Purley Avenue, London, N.W.2.

It is too early to see what results my appeal in the last issue will have, because I am writing this only a very few days after the appearance of the August “Bull,” but I do hope that you will take my words to heart and write to me whenever there is anything you don’t like about the QRA Section. I need hardly mention that I am also very susceptible to letters of appreciation, so don’t write only when you have a “grousie.” This is Convention Number and marks the opening of the DX season with a vengeance, so no doubt lists of OA and OZ hams will be in great demand when QSL time comes. Our lists of QRA’s are improving daily, thanks to the efforts of a few willing and enthusiastic members, and I hope the time is not far distant when “QRA unknown” will be a thing of the past, and all stations will consider it a matter of first importance to inform the QRA manager immediately they are allotted a call-sign or change their address.

Two QSL agencies have changed hands, and one its address within the last few weeks, so please note the following amendments:

Estonia.—Y. SAVIKSAR, Helle t. 4, Pernau, Letland.—M. KARKLIN, Tverka 34, Riga, Denmark.—E.D.R., Holmens Kanal 5, Copenhagen K.

C. D. CONKERTON (AQ1LM) informs me that he will be pleased to forward cards to Ira stations. His address is Box 117, Baghdad, Iraq.

Programme of Annual Convention.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28:
5 p.m. Re-union and tea at the Institute of Electrical Engineers.
6.15 p.m. Presidential greetings.
6.30 p.m. Open Discussion. Subject: “Frequency Stabilisation.”

Opened by Messrs. Goyder and Simmonds.
8 p.m. Provincial Members to be entertained by London members. Station visits.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29:
9.30 a.m. Informal gathering at the Institute of Electrical Engineers.
9.45 a.m. Charabanc party to General Electric Co.
1 p.m. Lunch.
2 p.m. Business Meeting.
4 p.m. Tea.
6.30 p.m. Convention Dinner at Pinoli’s Restaurant, 17, Wardour Street (price 5s.)

Chairman: G. Marcuse.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 30:
Station visits arranged by London Area Managers.
Correspondence

To the Editor of T. & R. Bulletin.

Dear Sir,—According to the "Wireless World" some American amateurs are starting to use the new "Q" code with confusing results. As the whole lot occupies some half-dozen typewritten pages, I cannot undertake to supply copies all round; but I will gladly translate any few groups sent to me if accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed postcard.

I am also willing to try and interpret any new nationality calls that may turn up prematurely. Except G, VE, LA, the old ones will have to be scraped, but it is not yet possible to predict which letters out of a wide choice will be allotted to amateurs by their respective Governments.—Yours faithfully,

A. Hinderlich (2QY)

To the Editor of T. & R. Bulletin.

Sherwood, Moorut Road, Hants.

Dear Sir,—It is thought that the following might be of interest to others.

A Hartley TX, which a few hours ago had been perfectly OK, absolutely refused to oscillate, whatever was done to it. The valve (a Cossor receiving one) with a hollow base, was then put in an Armstrong TX and this too appeared dead. A very close scrutiny of the valve at length showed a moth firmly wedged in between the leads to the valve-pinch. Since the D.C. plate current remained unaltered, I conclude that dried moth is a high voltage condenser, and shall always use it in future, as it’s so cheap!—Yours sincerely,

A. B. Whatmah (GBBW).

To the Editor of T. & R. Bulletin.

Dear Sir,—Allow me to congratulate the R.S.G.B., in the name of all ET3 hams for its excellent calibration service, arranged by 5YK. Here, in Estonia, no correct short wave wave-meter is available, so the pure, steady signals from 5YK every second Sunday are very helpful to all our amateurs. Can R.S.G.B. arrange the calibration service on all new amateur bands?—Yours faithfully,

V. Surugsaar (ET3CX).

To the Editor of T. & R. Bulletin.

Dear Sir,—I have to inform you that the address of our QSL Section, which was formerly 10, Snaregade, Copenhagen K., is now Experimenting Danish Radioamateurs, 5, Holmens Kanal, Copenhagen K.

I take this opportunity of expressing my sincere thanks for all the kindness I have met in your Society, and I regret that I am now unable to send the Danish Notes to the Bulletin, due to my going abroad, but if you wish a continuation of the notes, I shall ask one of the members of our committee to take over the business.

Wishing your Society every success.—I am, dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

E. T. Poulsen (7MT).

Communications Manager,

E.D.R.

---

THRESHOLD HOWL.

To the Editor of T. & R. Bulletin.

Dear Mr. Editor,—For some time I have read, with a great deal of pleasure, the articles on “Threshold Howl.”

As so many have pointed out, this condition varies with the type of transformer used in the first audio stage (assuming that only one audio stage is used), and it also varies considerably with the tube used in the audio stage. For instance, using a UX-201-A tube in the detector and a UX-201-A tube in the audio, the howl is quite pronounced as the set goes into oscillation. But when using a UX-201-A in the detector and a UX-200-A in the first audio the set goes into oscillation so easily that it is hard to tell just where the dividing line is. You will say, of course, that the UX-200-A is a detector tube and should not be used as an amplifier. Try it as an amplifier with 45 volts on the plate, no grid bias, and get an agreeable surprise.

Another way of eliminating threshold howl is to use a variable resistance, of the order of approximately 20,000 ohms (with UX-201-A tube), instead of a radio frequency choke coil. If a good noiseless variable resistance cannot be procured then use a fixed resistance. The variable resistance is better, and at one certain point the set will slide into oscillation with just the slightest hiss, no "slop," and absolutely no howl.

Still another way of eliminating threshold howl is to break the grid return connection on the first audio stage. Instead of connecting it to the negative filament lead, bring it back to the grid through a 00001 or 00025 fixed condenser, abashing the condenser with a grid leak of the order of approximately 3 megohms. This value seems to work best here. This method reduces the signal strength to a certain extent, but the ratio of signal to static is apparently much higher and the results are far more satisfactory. With this method the set will go into oscillation so easily you would be surprised. I attach a free-hand sketch showing this connection.

Nothing intricate about it, but it certainly does the trick.

Another way to eliminate threshold howl is to place a variable resistance across the secondary of the first audio stage. There is one very critical point, in this method, where the howl disappears. Beyond this point signal strength is reduced to such an extent that the method is undesirable. But at the one so-called “critical point” the howl disappears without loss of signal strength.

E. M. Winter (NU4HV).

---

Calls Heard.

Calls heard by NUTEK, Everett, Wash.—2ao, 2nh, 5by, 5bs, 5ma, 6yq, 6bmu.

Calls heard by NUFFE, Portland, Ore. (on 20 metres).—2ao, 2nh, 2dl, 5by, hs, ku, ma, ml, us, vi, 9bd, vp, 9bmu.

Calls heard by NC4FV, Winnipeg, Man. (on 20 metres).—2df, od, 5by, hs, ma, ml, 6yq.

By FE-1ES in Cairo from July 26, 1928, till August 12, 1928, on 20 and 45 metres:—

EG-5ML, 5BM, 5SC, 3X, 6BD, 5BY, 6HP, 2NU, 2MS, 6VP, 6IB, 5MS, 6YV, 2XY*, 5GS*, 6UT, 5YX (Per G5BQ).* On 45 metres.

WHY NOT HYDRA CONDENSERS?

Do you know you can get paper dielectric condensers to work on 1,000, 2,000, 3,000 and 5,000 volts, made by the famous Hydroworks? And the price is as reasonable as the quality is good.

Further information obtainable from your dealer, or

LOUIS HOLZMAN,
34, Kingsway, - - - London, W.C.2.
EXCHANGE & MART.
Rates 4d. per word, minimum charge 1s. 6d.

"ALWAYS" RESISTANCES.


TRANSMITTERS please note.—We are making a Rectifying Valve to cost you 1s. Specifications: El. volts 55, plate volts 1000 with an output of 50 m.a. Guaranteed.—Send for price lists of new valves and repairs to NORTH LONDON VALVE CO., LTD., 22½, Cazenove Road, Stoke Newington, N.16.

MARCONI H.T. TRANSFORMER, 4,000-4,000 max., 1.5 kw., perfect condition and appearance, £5 5s.; Mullard 250-watt, £3 5s.; 150-watt, £3; two 250-watt Rectifiers, £3 each; unused Spares; guaranteed O.K.—Box 21, THE T. & R. BULLETIN, 53, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

FINE Wheatstone Bridge, 4 switch dials, 4 ratios, laminated brush contacts, accurately adjusted manganin coils, double key with platinum contacts for same, lamp-stand and scale, £5 the lot. A. & M. Universal shunt for galvo, £1; laboratory outfit, take £6 the lot. Weston triple range ammeter 0-0.1, 0-1.0 and 0-10 amps, £3. Cambridge and Paul unipivot universal instrument, 0-50 microamps and thermal scale. One shunt, 0-12 milliamps, £6, perfect condition. Post Office key, 15/-.

—HUSKINSON, 47, Kirkdale, Sydenham, S.E.26.

FOR SALE.—Ten Exide W.H. 24 volt accumulators. Plates shedding paste. Containers, etc., perfect—a real bargain, each 4/-, lot 35/- plus carriage. 6UC, 1, York Edgbaston Birmingham.

SELLING OUT.—Large quantity amateurs’ transmitting and experimental gear for sale. Condensers, meters, microphones, resistances, etc. Perhaps I have that odd gadget you want. Write and see. Reply by return. 5GH, 16, Knockdene Park South, Belfast.

FOR SALE.—Marconi 600 v. 30 ma. Generator almost new, not disposo board; direct coupled to ½ H.P. Crypto D.C. motor (240 v.), brand new. Both perfect. £10. Also Loud Speaker, Amplion Music Master, oak horn, £6 6s. model, 120 ohms, with transformer, £3. Perfect condition.—5TV, 27. Copthall Gardens, Twickenham, Middlesex.

FOR SALE.—Neat, compact, low-power short-wave transmitter (Morse), American components. Tested 1,000 v. £7. Best distance on 300 v., Newfoundland to British Guiana. Proof, photos, particulars upon request. —Stamp, MACHELL, Lobstock Hall, Preston. Ex. C8WM.

TANTALUM
Sheet and Strip for
RECTIFIERS
Immediate Delivery

LIONIUM
New Rectifying Alloy
in rods with terminals.
No. 1. charges 2-4-6 volt acc. at 2-4 amps.
No. 2. charges 6-12 volt acc. at 10 amps.
Safe—Simple—Efficient.
Practically everlasting.
Blueprints supplied, also transformers and complete chargers.
Blackwells Metallurgical Works Ltd.
The Albany, Liverpool.

OSCILLATING XTAL CO.,
88, DE FREVILLE AVENUE, CAMBRIDGE.

Quartz Crystals guaranteed to oscillate perfectly without reaction in the following bands:

- 1750-1800 KC (171.2-166.4 metres) - 25/-
- 3500-3600 KC (85.6-83.2 metres) - 30/-

Crystals ground to within 1% of any specified frequency in the above bands, 10/- extra. Crystals for any other frequency between 1500 and 4000 KC, prices on application. Frequency of all crystals stated to within 1%; standard guaranteed accurate from N.P.L. calibrated crystals.

Terms cash with order or C.O.D.

Please mention the BULLETIN
For the finest reproduction of gramophone records—use the BURNDEPT Electric Soundbox

The Radio Corporation of Zurich regularly use the BURNDEPT Electric Soundbox. So should you—if you want the best possible results. For this recently-introduced device brings out the rich, full harmonies, chords, and the highest and lowest notes of the scale, in a way that is unequalled even by gramophone attachments costing three and four times as much. There is no surface noise, the tone is natural and volume is controllable.

**PRICE £1:0:0**

Publication No. 127, which gives Complete Instructions and Circuit Diagrams, is sent out with each Soundbox.

![BURNDEPT Electric Soundbox Advert](image-url)

**BURNDEPT ELECTRIC SOUNDBOX**

**Offices**
BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3

**London Showrooms**
15, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.2

---

"T. & R. Bulletin." ADVERTISEMENT RATES.

Per insertion. Per insertion.
Full Page £5 0 0 Half Page £2 10 0
Quarter Page 1 5 0 Eighth Page 0 12 6
Series Discounts—5% for 6 or 10%, for 12 consecutive insertions.
Advertisements specified for Facing Matter Positions are not subject to series discounts.
The T. & R. Bulletin is published on the 14th of each month.
Orders, Copy and Blocks should be received by us on the 25th of each month preceding month of issue.
All applications for space or specimen copies should, please, be sent to Advertisement Manager,
PARRS ADVERTISING, LTD.,
Craven House, Kingsway, W.C.2.
Telephone: Holborn 2494.

ASTONISHING BARGAINS in our NEW CATALOGUE

72 Pages, well illustrated and offering the greatest choice obtainable in radio products.

Get a copy, Post Free 4d.

**ELECTRADIX RADIOS,**

---

**ANNUAL LOG BOOK, 1928**

**UP-TO-DATE**

Complete List of Amateur Call Signs. Price: Members, 3/- Non-Members, 4/-

THE INCORPORATED RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN,